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Volume LXXXXVI No 16 In Our 96th Year
Local Students
Place High In
MSU Tournament
Students from Calloway
County High and Murray High
won honors in the tenth annual
Murray State University
Oratory-Interpretation tour-
nament held Saturday at MSU.
Calloway County High's
spmnnh team won the sweep-
stakes trophy in the junior
division and the CCHS team
won the first place trophy in the
interpretation division of the
senior division of the speech
Mee.
Union -County High School's
team won the first place trophy
in the senior division oratory
contest and second place went
to Henry County, Tenn. Union
County, which won the
sweepstakes in the senior
• division, placed second in the
interpretation contest.
In the junior division,
Calloway won first place in the
interpretation contest and
second in the oratory while
Morganfield won first in oratory
and second in interpretation.
Individual honors for Murray
High students went to:
Jana Jones, first place in
senior division dramatic in-
terpretation;
Marion Holloway, first place
in senior division radio
broadcasting; -
Johnny Cannon and Barbara
Kemper, first place in senior
division duet acting;
Leah* 13artholomy, second
place in senior division
humorous interpretation.
Individual honors for
Calloway High students were
won by:
Vicky Butterworth, first place
in senior division prose.
Marketia Orr, first place in
senior division poetry.
Cheryl Yancy, second place in
senior division poetry;
James Hibbs, first place in
junior division humorous in-
terpretation;
Karen Edwards, first place in
junior division public address;
Nada Frazier, first place in
junior division broadcasting;
Danny Kingings, first place in
junior division storytelling;
Jobeth Norwood, second
place in junior division
humorous interpretation;
Gail Tucker, second place in
junior division public address.
The Murray High speech
team, coached by Allen Beane
and Deborah James, and the
Calloway High speech team,
coached by Larry England, will
both travel to Russellville next
Saturday to compete in a
tournament at the Russellville
High School. -
Bobbie Smith Named As Finalist
Miss Kentucky Teen-Ager Pageant
Miss Bobbie Smith age 15,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Smith, Murray Route Two, has
been selected to be a finalist in
the 4th Annual Miss Kentucky
Teen-ager Pageant to be held
March 21, 22, and 23, at the
Continental Inn, Lexington.
Final competition will be at
Lafayette High School
Auditorium on Saturday
evening, March flat 7:30 p.m.
The Miss Kentucky Teen-ager
Pageant is the official state
finals to the Miss National Teen-
ager Pageant to be held in
August, 1975. All 50 states and
the District of Columbia are
represented by State Winners at
the Miss National Teen-ager
Pageant.
The reigning Miss Kentucky
Teen-ager is Cindy lson of
Greenup.
Readers Theatre
Auditions To Be
Friday And Monday
Auditions for the Readers
Theatre production of "Cat's
Cradle" by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.,
will be held Friday, January 24,
and Monday, January 27, at
Room 308, Wilson Hall, Murray
State University.
The auditions will start at five
p.m. both days and are open to
the general pane. The date of
the production has not been set
as yet.
Robert Valentine, instructor
in the department of com-
munications, is the faculty
director, and Bill Worrel is the
student director.
Weather Forecast
There will be contestants
from all over the state com-
peting for the title of Miss
Kentucky Teen-ager. Con-
testants will be judged on
scholastic achievement-
leadership; poise-personality;
and beauty. There is no
swimsuit or talent competition.
Each contestant will recite a 100
word speech of her own com-
position on the subject, "What's
Right About America".
Miss Smith is being sponsored
by Peoples Bank, Special Oc-
casion. LTD., and The
Showcase of Murray. Her
hobbies include needlework and
ham radio operator. She is a
sophomore at Murray High
School and is a member of
Kirksey United Methodist
Church.
Clear and cold tonight, low in
low to mid teens. Tuesday
• :Increasing cloudiness and a
little warmer, high in upper
303
—
.......Outlourt Wednesday.. _ghsv.
PrifTIV cleudy lit g''
the period. Chance of showers
Wednesday and Thursday
Lows mostly in the 30s, highs
near 50
Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, January 2Q1975
The Calloway County High School speech team won honors at the Murray State University,
tenth annual Oratory
-Interpretation contest here Saturday. The team won the junior division
sweepstakes trophy, first place in junior division oratory category and first place in senior
division interpretation category.
Local Musicians To Perform
With Ail-District Bandsmen-
The first annual All-District
Band, composed of 105 of the
best band students from 14 West
Kentucky schools, will perform
at Paducah Tilghman High
School, Saturday, January 25th.
The personnel for this elite
group were chosen by audition
at Mayfield High School,
December 12, 1974.
The selected students wlll
rehearse at Tilghman Friday
and Saturday, January 24th and
25th with the guest conductor,
Howard Nicer, director of the
Peabody-Vanderbilt University
Band, Nashville, Tennessee.
The two days of intensive
rehearsal will climax with a
concert Saturday evening, 7 • 00
p.m. in the Paducah Tilghman
High School Auditorium. The
public is invited to attend.
Admission is $1.00.
Selected for the band from the
local community are:
Calloway County High—Gena
Cleaver, Cathy Calhoun,
LaDonne Roberts and Charles
Enoch.
Murray High—.Sharon Mc-
..Connell, Brenda Hough, Sally
Matarazzo, Anne Gregory, Jana
_iJones, Carolyn Shown, Terri
Rice, Pat Baggett, Pam
Lassiter, Lynda Perrin.
Mona McCuiston, Tressa
Brewer, Debbie McMillen,
Tommy Pasco, Mike Conner,
Beth Richardson, Linus Kod-
man, Sammy Kelley,
Marilyn Howard, Michele
Richardson, Tim Philpot, Doug
Crafton, Steve Howard, Stan
Hanesworth, Dwaine Hampton
and Bill Bailey.
Nicer has selected for the
occasion a varied program of
music including: The
Westerner March by Richards;
An Original Suite by Jacob; The
Girl I left Behind Me by An-
derson, A Symphonic Portrait
by Ades (Irving Berlin songs);
The Klaxon March by Filmore,
Third Suite by Jager and
Australian Up Country Tune by
Grainger.
The All-District Band is
sponsored by the band directors
of the First District Music
Educators Association. Ron
Cowherd, band director at
Ballard Memorial High School
is the chairman for this year's
event.
Congress To Begin Work On
Economic Proposals This Week
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
work of Congress, including ac-
tion on new measures to fight
Inflation, recession and the
energy crunch, will get under
way after the lawmakers com-
plete their housekeeping duties
this week.
The congressional Joint Eco-
nomic Committee will open
hearings Thursday on President
Ford's economic proposals.
Opening witnesses will be econ-
omists Gardner Ackley, Paul
McCracken and Charles
Schultze.
The joint committee has no
legislative authority, and bills
to put Ford's policy in. effect
will have to originate in the
House Ways and Means Com-
mittee.
Among the organizational
tasks, the Senate still must de-
cide whether the New Hamp-
shire seat vacated by retiring
Norris Cotton belongs to Re-
publican Louis Wyman or
Democrat John A. Durkin.
The Senate, which took today
off, has delayed a decision on
the contest until Jan. 27 at the
earliest.
John A7" StepiTagrar"alfdiRlte
nomination for Kentucky Agriculture Commissioner, cam-
paigned in Murray Saturday. Stephenson, who is 31, said he
plans to visit all 120 counties of Kentucky prior to the May
primary
The House meets only per-
functorily today before adjourn-
ing until Thursday when the
Democratic caucus hopes to
finish the reorganization proc-
ess.
On Wednesday, the caucus
will settle contests for the
chairmanships of four com-
mittees following action by
change-minded newcomers that
Jeopardized four incumbent
chairmen last week.
House Banking Committee
Chairman Wright Patinas, D-
Tex., will be seeking to retain
his job against a challenge
from Rep. Henry S. Reuss, D-
Wis., who originally was se-
lected by the Democratic Steer-
ing Committee but then was re-
jected by the caucus of all
House Democrats.
The battle for the chairman-
ship of the Banking Committee
was turned into a three-way
race when Robert G. Stephens,
D-Ga., announced his candida-
cy last week.
Rep. Wayne L Hays, D-Ohio,
chairman of the Administration
Committee, was rejected by the
Steering Committee but the
move was overturned in effect
by the caucus. Hays won re-
nomination from the Steering
Committee on Friday.
The steering panel also nomi-
nated replacements for the
chairmen of the agriculture and
armed services committees,
whose incumbents were re-
jected by the caucus.
In the Senate, reorganization
is being held up by decisions on
which Republicans will be as-
signed to various committees.
That job may be completed by
Tuesday.
The Senate is expected to
spend part of the week debat-
ing whether to make it easier
to shut off filibusters.
Current rules permit choking
off debate and bringing a bill to
a final vote only by consent of
two-thirds of the members
present.
City Court Cases Are
Transferred to County
City Judge Steve Sanders has
issued an order to the Murray
City Police Department to cite
all traffic offenders into the
county court of Judge Robert
0. Miller.
The order came as a result of
the absence of a city prosecutor,
and will be in effect until the
city hires a new prosecubc
Former prosecutor Don
Overbey resigned last month.
Sanders said this morning
TODAY'S INDEX
One Section Tochn
Leal Scene. . . -.2, 4
Dear Abby. , ... . 4
^, Horoscopes ..
/—Sicorts *.--r. 't7'irs.
Comics, Crossword. . .  10
Classifieds II
Deaths & Funtatia 
- 12
that one reason the move
made is to accommodate
county attorney, who is legally
required to prosecute city cases
in the absence of a city
prosecutor. County Attorney Sid
Easley was not able to easily
fulfill both county and city
duties, according to Sanders,
and the new order, while giving
Easley more work, will at least
enable him to help schedule the
cases at times more convenient
to him.
The cases already cited into
city court will be hanni by
Sanders, and those set for trial
will be handled at the court's
discretion based tar the merits
of individual cases.
County Judge Robert 0.
caingteniedihia„morning.
lifigt-'41 -feel 'eiery AtTreis-
legally obligated to hear every
case that is cited to his court,
- awn to carry out Oils legal
obligation."
15' Per Copy
- „
—One-Section — 12 Pages
County Gets Grant
Of $51,704 For Jobs
C- alloway County has been
allocated $51,704 to provide
emergency employment for the
jobless, Gov. Julian Carroll has
announced.
The allocation is part of more
than 99 million which has been
channeled into Kentucky
through the recent enactment of
the Emergency Jobs and
Unemployment Assistance Act
to provide approximately 1,200
jobs in the state.
The 'emergency program is
temporary with the contract
expiring Feb. 10, 1976. Salaries
may range from a minimum of
$2.10 per hour to a maximum of
910,000 annually, depending
upon the skill required, ac-
cording to C. Leslie Dawson,
Secretary of the Department for
Human Resources. Mill is
administering the funds to 89
counties which are under the
prime sponsorship of the
Governor.
To qualify, a person must
have been unemployed for 30
days or more and reside in an
eligible county. Priority will be
given to those who have
exhausted their unemployment
insurance benefits; who have
been judged ineligible for
unemployment insurance; or
who have been unemployed for
15 weeks or more.
In addition to the funds ad-
ministered under the Gover-
nor's sponsorship, more than 05
million has been allocated to the
remaining 31 counties in the
state.
County Judge Robert 0.
Miller, who will administer the
program, said this morning that
the funds can only be used for
salaries, the participating
governmental body must supply
money for all materials and
supplies.
Several projects have been
proposed locally for the federal
funds, including construction of
a ten-unit T-Hangar at the
Murray-Calloway County
Airport; the construction of
curbs, sidewalks and ramps at
various intersections and
streets in Murray and Calloway
County; the reconstruction and
renovation of several public
buildings here; and general
work on the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
The projects will be presented
tomorrow at a 26-county
meeting in Hopkinsville. Ap-
proval will be given or rejected
this week by Norman Willard,
Jr., commissioner of the state
department for human
resources.
The program is designed to
supply salaries to the local
Meigs Defers Action
economy, Judge Miller said. It
will be a joint city-county
project, and will include captial
improvements in both the city
and county.
The project including curbs,
sidewalks and ramps will, if
approved this week, call for
9,500 feet of sidewalks in' the
area; curbs and gutters at
See Grant, Page 12)
Grant To
University
Announced
Paul R. Jones, Regional
Director, the federal agency for
volunteer service announced
today that a planning grant for
$40,500 has been awarded to
Murray State University, for a
University Year for ACTION
(UYA) program.
This planning phase, if suc-
cessful, will be converted into
an operating grant to enable
student volunteers to work full
tirne for one-year on anti-
poverty projects while earning
University credit.
ACTION's UYA program was
established by the President
'July 1, 1971 to administer
- federal volunteer programs at
On Chairlift'Payment home and overseas.Presently, over 2,000 students
in more than 40 colleges and
universities in 43 states and the
Districts of Columbia are
participating in the program.
This planning grant should
result in the placement of
student volunteers in poverty
areas to work on programs
concerned with such needs as
drug abuse, income tax service,
parole assistance, day care,
senior citizens services and
community development.
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Franklin Circuit Judge Henry
Meigs deferred action today on
conflicting motions involving
payment of $127,000 by the
state to Ed Music for canceling
his contract to build a chairlift
at Cumberland Falls State
Park.
Meigs directed attorneys for
both sides to submit a memo-
randum osk whether the com-
promise settlement needed the
approval of Atty. Gen. Ed Han-
cock and, if so, whether such
approval was obtained.
The issue was raised by
Frankfort attorney Joe Leary,
representing Gov. Julian Car-
roll who had ordered payment
of the award stopped shortly
after he took over from former
Gov. Wendell Ford.
Leary maintained at today's
hearing that state law on com-
promise settlements required
the approval of the attorney
general.
Tamer Combs, attorney for
Music, said that Charles Wick-
liffe, who signed the judgment
as attorney for the Department
of Finance was an assistant at-
torney general.
Combs maintained that ap-
proval by the department pre-
sumed approval by the attorney
general.
Meigs said he questioned
whether that were true because
the attorney general is an inde-
pendent constitutional officer
whereas lawyers for state de-
partments are employes of the
executive branch.
One factor which might com-
plicate the case now is that
both Hancock and former
Parks Commissioner Ewart
Johnson, who initially signed
the chairlift contract, now are
candidates for the Democratic
nomination for lieutenant gov-
ernor.
Ford canceled the contract
after learning that the proposed
chairlift would violate the
state's Wild Rivers Act.
Aubrey-Rodgets-Killed-
In Chainsaw Accident -
Aubrey Rodgers of Mayfield
Route Two died at about four p.
m. Saturday in a chainsaw
accident near Coldwater, ac-
cording to Max Morris,
Calloway County Coroner.
Mr. Rodgers, age 55, was
cutting firewood on the
Crawford farm, located on the
Coldwater-Lynn Grove high-
way, and had visited at one of
the neighbor's houses about
forty-five minutes before he
was found dead by his truck on
the highway by a passing
motorist.
Morris said Mr. Rodgers died
when a chainsaw he was using
hit an obstruction, bounded
backwards and struck him in
the neck, severing his jugular
vein. After the accident he was
able to drive his truck to the
road and had gotten out of the
truck before he collapsed. He
was pronounced dead at the
scene. State police and the
Calloway County Sheriff's office
had personnel at the scene.
Mr. Rodgers was a veteran of
World War II.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruby Jean Copeland Rodgers,
Mayfield Route Two; one
daughter, Mrs. Larry Riley of
Mayfield; one son, Donald
Rodgers of Mayfield Route
Two; five sisters, Mrs. Ruble
Gamble, Mrs. Tommy Lewis,
Mrs. Floyd Stokes, Mrs.
Augusta Watson, and Miss
Christine Rodgers, all of
Mayfield; three brothers,
Marrium Rodgers of Harlan,
Clifton Rodgers of Union City,
Tenn., and Murrell Rodgers of
Mayfield.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, May-field, with . Rev.
James Rhodes and Rev. John
Huffman officiating. Burial will
be in the Mayfield Memory
Gardens.
SAFETY AWARDS PRESIENTIO — Two drivers for the Paschall Truck lines were presented
awards at the company's annual safety meeting Saturday morning. The drivers were given
awards and $100 bonuses for accident-free driving during the last year. From left are Tax Thor-
474; Aw; %a; aleS4ir :r‘..-ar moos miles ',Acmean seckie..tlenehect
suiting engineer with the Aetna life and Casualty Insurance Co: Charles Carson, 1606 Minori-
te, who has driven over S00,000 miles without an accident and Tony Wilier, preddeed of the
Paschen Truck Linea
111•11Pbois by Danold HS
„
•
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The First Christian Church of
Murray was the scene of the
December 28th wedding of Miss
Denise Hook, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs: B. B. Hook, Jr., of
MILISa.Y. 5teYen F. Seltzer.
4911_4_14r._ r Neil
Seltzer of Paducah.
Herbert Simpson, minister,
performed the double-ring
ceremony at four o'clock in the
afternoon.
The wedding party assembled
helore an arched candelabrum
and two baskets arrayed with
bronze chrysanthemums.
Preceding the ceremony, a
program of nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. Thomas
Wilkins, organist, and Alan
Jones, vocalist.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents. She
wore a formal gown of ivory silk
organza over ivory peau de soie
combined with ecru handmade
Irish lace. The natural waistline
was defined with an accent of
ivory satin ribbon, with vertical
rows of lace placed at intervals
on the bodice. A Victorian
neckline was featured with long
bishop's sleeves which were
also adorned with the vertical
lace insertion. Deep Camelot
cuffs were fitted at the wrists
and were closed with tiny
handmade buttons. Her skirt
was designed with a deep bias
flounce at the hemline, and
flowered into a chapel train.
The head-dress was a
Camelot crown of ivory
organza, overlaid with Irish
lace, to which was attached a
fingertip-length viel of silk
illusion, bordered in the
repeated lace pattern.
She carried a bridal bouquet
fashioned of white roses,
German statis, and pale green
carnations.
Mrs. John V. Rayburn, sister
of the bride, served as matron
of honor. She wore a formal
gown of maize crepe combined
with ecru lace. The deep forest
green gown featured the ecru
lace on the slim long sleeves.
The neckline was accented by
ecru lace collar. She wore ac-
cessories of matching hue and
carried a bouquet fashioned of
talisman roses, dried baby's
breath, and dried green flowers.
Her head-dress was a forest
green flocked wool picture hat.
Attending her sister as junior
bridesmaid was Miss Dinah
Hook. Miss Shannon Sheltzer,
niece of the groom, served as
flower girl. Both girls were
attired identically to the matron
of honor.
Errol Seltzer of Greensboro,
North Carolina, served as best
------------
The
s..
hostess can help you
over the anxiety of get-
ting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood busi-
ness and civic leaders.
Mrs. Kathryn OutlandPhone 7534079
man for his brother. Ushers
were David Porter of Owen-
sboro, David Bradford and Rick
Coltharp of Paducah, and John
V. Rayburn of Murray.
Misses Jane Rose and Debbie
Landolt keo,tha guest-
Terifl-rart directed ffie
ceremony.
Mrs. Hook chose for her
daughter's wedding a floor-
length gown of red knit. Mrs.
Seltzer, mother of the groom,
was attired in a soft-pink floor
length gown. Each wore mat-
ching accessories and white
orchids.
Mrs. Earl Dennis of Paducah,
maternal grandmother of the
bride, wore a floor-length gown
of beige lace underlaid with
gold crepe and was presented a
yellow orchid. Mrs. Parkman
Peezor, also of Paducah,
maternal grandmother of the
groom, wore a pink floor length
gown and was also presented an
orchid corsage.
Reception
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held at the
Holiday ,Inn.
Serving at the reception were
Mrs. Sheila Ward, Misses Trina
Nicks, Carol Simons, and Lynn
Hewitt. Handing out rice bags
was Miss Amy Morris of
Paducah. --.,--
After the ....reeeption, the
couple left for a wedding trip to
Gatlinburg, Tenn., with the
bride wearing a burnt orange
and forest green pantsuit and
her mother's corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. Seltzer are
residing at No. 6, 128 Hickory
Street in Hot Springs, Arkansas,
where he has a teaching
position.
Out-of-town guests included.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Butler,
Mrs. Alvin Hollis, Mrs. Hazel
- Hollis, Mr and Mrs. Larry R.
Strickland, Larry Strickland,
Philltia-Shelles.,...Mir,aed. IstUes.
-15ori-UtleTr, Linaa GriUin, Karen
Ford, Kevin Smith,- Michael
Smith, Miss Aline Rowland,
Mrs. Rupert Parks, Mrs. W. H.
Valentine, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus
Owen, Mrs. Lottie Davis, Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Coltharp, Mr
and Mrs. Melvin White, Mrs
Ernestine Knowles, Mary
Louise Hays, Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Hickman, Miss Janet
Borgerding, Mrs. W. LeRoy
Borgerding, Mrs. Laurine
Stiles, Mrs. Patty Morris, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Buchanan, Dr.
and Mrs. Robert Morris, Mr.
and Mrs.R. C. Rogers, Mrs. Jim
Gatlin, Mrs. Edward Bichon,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Rick
Coltharp, Miss Joaquin Seltzer,
and Mr. and, Mrs. David
Bradford-ill of Paducah; Mrs.
J. W. Ellis and Miss Patricia of
Memphis, Term.; Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry. Grogan of Springfield,
Tenn., Parkman Feezor of
Paris, Tenn.; Dr. and Mrs.
Steven R. Tucker of Lexington;
Matthew Dixon of Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Priest of Mt. Carmel, Ill.;
Mr, and Mrs. Clyde W. CraveO, 
Cheryl and Vicki of Knoxville, ,
Tenn.; Michael Loveless of FL
Campbell; Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Feezor, Julie, Lane, and Sarah -
of Benton, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
Errol Seltzer and Shannon of
Greensboro, N.C.; Mr. and Mrs.
David Porter and Felicia of
Owensboro.
FOR TUESDAY, .1
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) - 1
A day for action! Be sure your
energies are directed into
constructive channels. Don't
wait until errors are committal
before you get better organized.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A good period for introducing
new Ideas; also for developing
those of others. Streamline your
activities with both quality and
productivity in mind.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
There's a taidency now to
take off on tangents or useless
ventures if you do not keep your
mind on immediate objectives.
Let moderation be your
keyword.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 80
Some restraint in order. Also
some rechecking of plans.
Prospects brightening in
several areas. Be sure to make
the most of them.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 112'RC3's
Balance earnings against
expenditures; also study where
tactics, moves should be
altered, stepped up or slowed
down. A day for thoughtful
appraisal.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 "I(
Don't change plans or
methods without first con-
sulting all concerned. Study
where changes ARE needed,
and to what degree. Press for
efficiency
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Endeavors of the past should
, bring reward now. Keep up the
good work and your future will
be even brighter.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nbelP
Do not become so deeply
involved in the affairs of others
that you invite fatigue, distress.
An excellent performance now
possible if you concentrate on
your OWN goals.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 )11#444).
SAGITTARIUS
In tight or unexpected
situations, remain at ease, think 1
things out; don't rush in without 1
full data or know-how.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
1
1
1
Take care '01- "essentials
assiduously, with primary
factors thoroughly understood.
Fine aspects encourage tright
beginnings, sustained effort.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19i
Improving conditions, but
some areas need more patience,
stronger effort. Your special
talents qualify you to reap
benefits.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i
You may not accomplish all
that you wish, but you will at-
tain many things — through an
unfaltering spirit of enterprise,
plus self-discipline. Avoid hasty
decisions.
YOU BORN TODAY, in the
first decan of Aquarius in the
Air Triplicate, are an unusually
versatile individual, outgoing in
personality and extremely
industrious. You are an ex-
cellent judge of character and,
while preferring to associate
with those who are highly in-
telligent, get along with persons
in all walks of life. You tend
toward impulsiveness but many
of your undertakings, carried
out seemingly without any
thought or pre-planning
whatsoever, turn out amazingly
successful. You are unusually
creative and could carve an.
outstanding career in writing,
painting or interior decorating.
Medicine and 'research also
interest you. Traits to curb:
procrastination and excessive
volubility.
Wall hangings
The newest fashion u, in-
tenor decorating (for
pennies) Find a large color-
rid print that you like in a fah-
nc shop. Make sure it has just
the right accent colors fors
room you want to dress up
with an eye-stopping wall
hanging -
Moore the raze of the watt
• hanging gyou want and biry
NEIN him lifialue 411:1. make yourself, using t in
w"e strips of wood from the lum-
beryard. Presto—you'll have
• • •
expensive watercolor.
Well, at least our snow of last
Sunday covered up all the
ugliness around us. Brush piles,
debris and even junk piles took
on a magical beauty. But I must
confess I like to enjoy the beauty
from the inside. The appeal of
making a snowman isn't as
strong as it was a number of
years ago. Now I enjoy the
delights of winter from my
window, leaving the snowballs
and sledding to a much younger
group.
This sort of weather is hard on
the birds. Every bit of grass or
seed is covered up and they look
so cold hopping about in the
yard, I love to watch them at the
feeders. There are cardinals,
robins, blue jays, juncos and
several others that I don't
always recognize.
Occasionally I see a
mockingbird and of course the
ubiquitous sparrows. But I don't
mind them one bit, they are so
cheerful and industrious and
scratch so happily In the seed
I is put out.- -----
Every now and then there are
interesting dramas as I watch
them. The squirrels are the first
ones to get to the feeder, and this
morning an irate blue jay sat on
a limb of a pine tree nearby and
scolded loudly at the squirrel.
Then he would swoop down
over the squirrel's head and
back to his pine tree limb where
he would sit and squawk Then
the whole performance would be
repeated. During the whole time
the squirrel sat on his haunches
paying not the slightest at-
tention to the jay.
Lay in a supply of bird seed
and suet, They will show their
appreciation without fail and
reward you with song, their way
of saying "Thank You."
There is practically nothing
that you can do in cold snowy
weather about your gardening,
But you can order the seed you
need for spring, so that when
you get ready to plant, you won't
have to scurry around hunting
for the ones you want.
My order was placed early in
January for some special seed
that I wanted, and the package
arrived this week. Among them
is a package of Carved Ivory
Zinnias that were so berediful
last year, This particular kind
lifts them out of the zinia class
into a more glamourous flower,
looking more like a dahlia. Try
some and see for yourself biw 
pretty they are.
This is the time of the year we
appreciate evergreens. They
look lovely against the snow, 
especially the hollies with their
berries.
Don't fOrget the birds!
Driving Tips
Lubricate nails or screws
with soap to make them
easier to drive into wood or
plaster.
&Inventory 
Sale
*Dresses
*Long Dresses
*Sports Wear
*Tops
*Blouses
*Skirts
*Pants
—Jr. & Missy
*Blazers
*Jewelry
*Hats
*Scarfs
*Coats
*Shoes
One Table
Bras
One
Bikinis
Table One Rack
Lingerie. HouseShoes
11/3 ( lif '
1,5 ( )0
Use Your Happy Yellow Charge_____Open Daily to 5:30 Except Friday - 6:00
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tiggins Furoitur__  
Once A Year Wall To Wall Sole
• 
Begins Wednesdly Jan. 22
Store Will Be Closed Monday And Tuesday January 20-21
: Prices Slashed Lower Than Ever Before
All Lamps and
Pictures
Ladies Desk
$6995
Black Spanish
_ 
Sofa and Chair
$23995
Gun Cabinet
Curios
Bookshelf
con
—Maple
Bunk Beds
Complete with Bedding 
$13995
WE  ARE OVERSTOCKED.
• WE MUST SELL REGARDLESS OF PRICE
Big Selection of
Occasional Chairs
• 3 ow
•
•$89r s..
Beautiful Hooker Oak
Bedroom Suite
•King Tripple Dresser
•King Bed
•Armolre Chest
•2 Night Chest
•
Reg. $1095.00
All
Sales
Final
--.__ _Regular
$594.95
Odds & Ends
End Tables &
Cocktail Tables
Maple-Oak-Pecan
995
and up
Some One of a Kind
3 Piece Solid Maple
Bedroom Suite
Beautiful Glass Top
Tables
and
Chairs
Priced Too Low
To Advertise
Upholstered 
BarStools
$275° each
• MO 154
Closing Out AllSi
Hot Point Appliances
Limited Supply Left On
I Refrigerators
Ranges
Washers
Dryers
Air Conditioners
Over 200 Sofas and Chairs to Be Sold
: Everything In WIGGINS-Bit-Store To Be Sold At
a• Lowed Possible Prices
•
• WIGGINS FURNITURE
- 21/2 Miles North of Murray on 641 Phone 753-4566 or 753-4572 JIiJ
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Monday, January IS Wednesday, Jaauary 22
Pennyjiornernakers Club will Work day for South Pleasant
4140011)C,1140.1,.,9Grovelidhernakers
Wa arder-at one be'helat the Sorive of: -MA.-
Jackie Butterworth.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries will meet at seven
p m. at the Murray Vocational
School, 1800 Sycamore Street, at
seven p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
seven p. m. at the Health
Center.
-
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.
Calloway County High School
Band Boosters Club will meet at
the band room at seven p. m.
Meeting was postponed from
last week.
Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Sue Wynn
at seven p. in.
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church will meet
at the home of Frances
Matarrazzo at 7:30 p. m.
Meeting was postponed from
last week.
Tuesday, January 21
Lee Otis and Ruth Wilson
Circles of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at seven p. in.
at the church for the week of
prayer and self denial program.
Reorganizational meeting of
Alpha Phi Omega service
fraternity will be held in Rooms
3 and 4 of MSU Waterfield
Student Union Building at 7:30
p. m. For information call J. D.
Lancaster 753-7147.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. in.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for Senior Citizens of Murray
and Calloway County. Table
games will be at 1:30 p. m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p. in.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p.
m.
Junior recital of Robert
Foster, baritone, Murray, will
be at 8:15 p. m. arthe MSU
Farrell Recital Hall
Murray Branch of AAUW will
meet with Eleanor Kodman at
7:15 p.m.
Calloway County Association
for Retarded Children wW meet
at the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p. m.
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30 p.
m. with Mesdames Josiah
Darnall, Charles D. Clark, Bill
Crouse, Eurie Garland, Howard
Basun, Hugh Noffsinger, Don
Robinson, and Miss Elizabeth
Newnam as hostesses
Wednesday, January I/
Women of Oaks Country Club
will play bridge at 9:30 a. m.
Make reservations by Tuesday
noon with Ruth Brandon,
hostess, 753-5960
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray Country Club
at noon with Mrs. J. Matt
Sparkman as luncheon chair-
man of the hostesses,
Mesdames James Williams, 0.
E. Wilburn, Jr., W. Edward
Watson, Phillip Tibbs, Galen
Thurman, Jr., E. W. Dennison,
Michael Holton, Carl M. Stout,
Ivan D. Frye, and Frank
Stubblefield. Bridge will be at
9:30 a. m. with Mrs. George Ed
Waldrop and Mrs. George
Oakley as chairmen.
- 
Thursday, January 23
The Progressive
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Shirley
Morton, 1612 Sunset, at seven p.
m.
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the club
house with Mesdames Allen
McCoy, John Pasco, Vernon
Riley, Max Beale, and A: IL
Kopperud ait hostesses.
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet at
the home of Judy Adams, 714
Olive Boulevard, at eight p.m
Judd Fortenberry will
moderate the discussion on
"Cloud Nine."
Betty Sledd Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Wilma
Billington at 7:30 p. m.
Murray Bird Club will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library at 7:30 p. m.
Friday, January 24
Regular meeting of Murray
Chapter of Parents Without
Partners will be at the Com-
munity Center at eight p.m.
Murray AA UW
Plans Meet
The Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
with Mrs. Eleanor Koch-ruin,
1503 Glendale Road at 7:15,
Tuesday, January 21.
The -program will be
"Dynamic Learning: Releasing
Human Potential" with Mrs.
Frances Matarazzo as program
chairman.
Burkeen And Voiles
MR. AND MRS. ALAN VAILES were married on Saturday,
January 4, at the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
with Bro. Hoyt Owen and Bro. A. H. McLeod officiating. The bride
_ is the former Marilyn Burkeen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
----Burkeen of Murray, and the groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Valles, Jr., of Grand Rivers. Music was by Mrs. Jan Taylor
and Miss Sara Cooper. Attendants for the bride were her sisters,
Misses Karen and Rhonda Burkeen. Greg Sledd was best man,
Jeff DeWeese was groomsman, and Roger Valles and Kenny
Erwin were ushers. A reception was held in the fellowship hall of
the church. Miss Leola Erwin and Mrs. Geneva Cooper directed
the wedding and the reception.
Xealet -wise
By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
Selftnedication
Treating oneself with non-
prescription medicines-
known as over-the-counter-
drugs (OTCI-has become an
common that they are used
with little more thought than
taking a drink of water.
Taking laxatives, sleeping
pills, pain relievers, anti-acid
preparations and such has
come to be accepted as nor-
mal. "Doesn't everyone?"
The public, which has been
brainwashed by the adver-
tising media in serving the
pharmaceutical industry,
needs to be aware of the
dangers involved in frequent
use of OTC drugs.
Much has been written
about the side effects- of -
drugs. These may be due to
interference with normal
body functions or the body's
inability to limit the drug's
Puzzle: How to
create extra space
One of the classic cures tor
winter doldrums is supposed
to be rearranging furniture. If
you are also stuck with a
house where the space seems
to shrink away, consider these
gpestions from a Drexel
furniture designer for giving
an illusion of space to cramp-
ed quarters:
• Take advantage of all
unused spaces. Oversized
corridors or uriderstairs open-
ings may be transformed into
extra eating, working or read-
ing areas. For instance: a
long, narrow Parsons table in
a hallway can be additional
dining space; a compact desk
and cabinet fitted into an open
Murray Furniture
Mart
The New Store with old
fashioned ways!
Starting today we will take
trade-ins.
That's Right!
We'll trade for anything you
have got nerve enough to
bring up here. . . cattle,
boats, furniture, etc.
Your bring it and we'll will
trade:
9-5
Murray Furniture Mart
Square
stairwell creates a work-study
area
• Part of a wail( -in closet
might be converted into a
quiet study area. A large
closet with a sloping s-ide, for
instance, makes for inefficient
storage but could be adequate
for a desk or reading chair
and lamp. '
• In a very small room,.
sofas and chairs with curved
sides seem to occupy less
space than angular styles
since people can move around
them more easily.
• A coffee table with
drawers, shelves or a glass
enclosed gallery is more func-
tional than a table-top only.
• A carefully placed mir-
ror can give the illusion of
space Place it where it will
reflect a window or an unclut-
tered area
• Keep furnishings in scale
with the room If your taste
runs to 18th century opulence
but your room is 9 by 12
something's got to give.
• Strategic use of color is
important in small rooms.
Light colors generally give a
feeling of space - both in
walls and furnishings Off-
white, beige, yellows and
greens Usually open up
cramped space Recent
studies show that a light blue
wall or ceiling can make a
room feel larger than alt all:
white scheme.
• Sufficient light, natural
and artificial, is necessary for
"enlarging- a room Keep
rGria,a, -siettrestes •apive. •
lia-rreg---thew-day- imad avoid'
harsh, bright light that out
lines a room's boundaries at
night
action. This process, known as
"detoxification," must be per-
formed by such organs as the
liver, -the kidneys, or the
lungs. If these organs do not
function normally or are over-
loaded, drug action may be
more prolonged and severe
than intended.
Excessive use of some pain-
killing drugs has been found
to cause severe and irrever-
sible kidney damage. Some
drugs for relief of stomach
upsets eanaggravata the-con--
dition by causing an imbat•
ante in the body's secretion of
enzymes. while other indiges-
tion remedies contain bro-
mide, which can accumulate to  
a toxic level in the blood,
causing bromide poisoning.
There is also danger of
masking symptoms of more
serious conditions by habitual
use of OTC drugs.
The use of more than one
drug at a time is particularly
hazardous, sometimes causing
dangerous and even fatal re-
actions. This is due to the fact
that the drugs may interact
with each other while they are
acting on the body. A patient
who is taking a prescribed
medication should check with
his doctor before using OTC
drugs. Pharmacists also know
which drugs can safely be
taken together.
Alcohol, which is a drug,
can produce harmful reactions
when combined with sleeping
pills or antihistamines.
Federal law requires that
drugs be properly labeled'
with warnings against im-
proper use. Failure to follow
directions of the label, care-
lessness, and faulty self-diag-
nosis make self
-medication a
hazardous procedure.
The Food and Drug Ad-
ministration offers these safe-
ty rules for taking drugs:
1. Don't take drugs you
don't need.
2. Don't continue taking
non-prescription drugs if
symptoms persist.
3. Don't take prescription
drugs not prescribed specifi-
cally for you.
4. Do read and follow direc-
tions for use.
5. Do be cautious when
using& drug for the first time.
6. Do destroy old prescrip-
tion drugs and outdated OTC
medications.
7. Do seek professional ad-
vice before combining drugs.
8. Do get medical cheds-
upaitegolarly.
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'Dean_ -Ablag,
By AbigAil Van Buren
The loggers are beating
down her door
DEAR ABBY:' I am an attractive female divorcee who
recently retired after a long, distinguished career as a
university English professor.
Now that I have a great deal of free time, I would like to
find suitable male companionship.
Although I receive numerous offers the loggers in this
towp are practically_ beating my ,door down), I don't know
how to meetmen Who could appreciate my best qualities,
such as the art of conversation.
There must be some other retired women in small towns
with similar problems. Have you any suggestions?
IDLE BUT ANXIOUS IN IDAHO
DEAR ANXIOUS: Enroll in an adult education class and
do a lot of listening. Conversation could be considered
"dessert," and since man cannot live on dessert alone, are
you prepared to provide some meat and potatoes?
DEAR ABBY: I just had to write to defend that woman
who writes notes to her husband to remind him of things.
I've been doing it for years.
First of all, that letter couldn't have been veritreifb-y my
husband because he doesn't believe in communication, and
note-writing is a form of communication.
This wooden Indian I'm married to might send.up smoke
signals if he could find his lighter, but on the other hand,
fires within the city limits of Dallas are frowned upon.
Anyway, I say three cheers for that note-writing wife. I
sure wish my husband, would write me & note once in a
while. It would confirm the fact that he's still breathing.
IGNORED IN DALLAS
DEAR IGNORED: Your problem is far more serious
than you realize. The ultimate in humilation, women
confide, is not in being belittled, berated, or even beaten.
It's being ignored!
DEAR ABBY: I recently visited a friend in his New York
apartment. We hadn't seen each other for 15 years. While he
was in the kitchen mixing us drinks, I noticed that he had a
splendid library. Then I noticed that he had a few books
that I also owned.
I don't know what made me do it, but I took those books
down from the shelf and turned to the fly leaves, and sure
enough, my name was there!
He had borrowed those books from me years ago, and
neglected to return them.
I put them back before he returned, and said nothing.
Since then my irritation has grown.
Should I now tell him that I. want my books back?
IRKED IN INDIANA
DEAR IRKED: Certainly. No wonder your friend has
such a "splendid library." He's a "collector."
DEAR ABBY: This is to encourage the 52-year-old
woman whose husband wants a divorce. Let him have it,
then sharpen up some of your old skills and get out on your
OWT.
I was 47 when my husband entered his second childhood.
He wanted a divorce to marry a younger woman. I fought
and wept and begged! I thoiightmy life was over. I finally
came to my senses and let him go. At age 48. I went to work
as a secretary, married my boss two years later, and
couldn't be happier.
A 52-year-old woman can do anything a younger woman
can do except maybe have a baby. And what 52-year-old
woman in her right mind would want that?
SITTING PRETTY
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700. L.A., Calif. 90069.
- - -Easelose stamped, self-raddresaed envalope, please. - -
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif, 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped I20t envelope.
cp
, the Murray
Lodger W
Home &gnome Loretta M. Wyatt
Reim Ft= The evsatiz
Loretta M. (Mrs. CE.)
Wyatt, home economist for
the West Kentucky Rural
• Electric Cooperative for
the past 21 years, has
retired from that position
effective Jan. 1 of this year.
Commenting on Mrs.
Wyatt's retirement, John
Ed Walker, general
manager of West Kentucky
RECC, says she "has been
a very valuable and
dedicated employe and will
be greatly missed."
-Her years of experience
have been invaluable in
assisting the consumer in
thewise use of electricity,"
he continued. "We regret
that she is retiring but wish
for her a happy and
fulfilling retirement."
During her long service
with West Kentucky RECC,
Mrs. Wyatt spent most of
her time educating the co-
op's members in the use of
electricity.
"I tried to show the
members how to get the
most good out of their
electrical appliances, and f:
stressed education rather -
than promotion of
electricity," Ithe said.
"Electricity, you know,
sells itself."
Mrs. Wyatt worked with
high School home
economics classes, adult
groups and individuals, and
advised hundreds of
families on interior lighting
plans for their homes.
She was also responsible
for the publication and
distribution of the quarterly
newsletter sent out to the
co-op's 23,000-plus
members.
"I guess really the
highlight of my career with
West Kentucky RECC was
working with and helping
rural people," Mrs. Wyatt
commented.
A Morganfield, Ky,,
native, Mrs. Wyatt taught
at Hart Memorial High
School and served as home
demonstration agent in
Marshall and Graves
counties before assuming
her post with the electric
cooperative here.
Mrs. Wyatt's husband,
C.E. Wyatt, is a 40-year
veteran of agricultural
service and presently is
area specialist in agronomy
for the University of
Kentucky extension
service.
The Wyatts have two
children. Charles Jr., who
holds degrees from UK and
the University of Virginia,
is an urban • planner for
Jersey City, N.J. Anne
also has a - degree
from UK and from
Emory University, and is
presently employed as a
physical therapist at St.
Bartholomew Hospital in
London, England.
Mrs. Wyatt doesn't think
she'll have any trouble
finding something to do in
her leisure, time that lies
ahead. She's an expert in
handicraft and gardening.. 
andloves to fish.
Spring
Merchandise
Sale
3 Days Only-Thurs., Fn., Sat.
January 23, 24 8. 25
20% T.40% 01,
Jewelry
10% Off
Marcile's Fashions
(Acme from terte's
lareorty Soles)
Csirhsatier
bed
Were
very picky
cleaners.
We may be great with customers, but we're
tough on ourselves.
We'll do more to make sure your
clothes come back really clean with that
like-new feel. We'll remove those spots and
stains. Get out that deep-down, unseen dirt.
Make colors brighter. And roll lapels.
We don't forget the little things either.
Like replacing missing or broken buttons.
Eliminating double creases. Unsticking stuck
zippers. Sewing loose hems. And leaving
linings wrinkle-free.
. If we didn't maintain the highest
standards in the drycleaning business we
wouldn't qualify to be a
Sanitone drycleaner.
After all, when you
look good, we look good.
Come see us now
BOON  9S,
1th Th.
th rPonlar-- "41.
Sandone
Certified Mask, Drynteaner
"Weir veni picky (*own
$1 59
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when .you bring your cleaning to
Boone.' Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Jan. 31, 1975
:IBOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS 11
SLACKS 81
TROUSER ea 79c
Bring any number. Imo must present this
oupon when son bring tour cle ag to
Itoone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Jan. 31, 1975
COUPON SAVINGS
Long Coats
ea.
-117.EBOONE'SE:=3,1 
COUPON SAVINGS
"The Cleaners Interested In You
SHIRTS
LAUNDERED
' 4 for 994
I king nil, ltItt,I b.,. }nil Ili ti.si present ail.
roupon Vim bring I 
 g I••
C,oupon Good thru
Jan. 31, 1975
 BOONE'S
Available At All Boene's 6 Locations
5 Points 603 Main
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Inflation Gauge
In one of Tidewater's fashionable
men's shops, the customer had just
;-7-PtnbliledAixitTOftyteVaianiltat
—Spotting a tie that seemed just right
for it, he suggested that the
salesman throw the tie in. "Nothin'
doin'," the salesman said: "That's a
$16.95 tie." To which the customer
vi.--lork1417.14301iTi,tailleTat-4...7, 4m!-- -
that's what I paid for the suit."
—Norfolk (Va.) Ledger-Star
Dear Consumer
Agencies Offer Consumer Help
Ily Yirginia linatler
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and welfare
Do your realize how many Federal agencies have
put out the welcome mat for .consumers? -
Right now, there are 22 special consumer offices
-in Washington. Before long, we can expect still more.
When you have a consumer problem involving a
Federal agency, it helps to know exactly how to
address your letter—or what phone number to dial.
Fre' Thatereason, you might-find this list helpful.
Advertising, credit, fraud
J. Thomas Roach, Director
Bureau of Consumer Protec-
tion
Federal Trade Commission
Washington, D.C. 20850
Te1ep1iolte."1202) -9,02-0161--
Aer travel' -
Jack Yohe, Director
Office of Consumer Advocate
Civil Aeronautics Board-
Washington, D.C. 20428
Telephone: (202) 382-6376
Alcohol, guns, taxes, tobacco
John Auten, Director
Office of Financial Analysis
Treasury Dept.
Washington, D.C. 20220
Telephone: (202) 964-5914
Antitrust
Gregory_ Hovendon, Chief
Consumer Affairs Section
Antitrust Division
Justice Dept.
Washington, D.C. 20530
Telephone: (202) 739-4173
Bank credit, savings
Frederic Solomon, Director
Office of Saver and Consumer
Affairs
Federal Reserve Board
Washington, D.C. 20551
Telephone: (202) 452-3401
Bus & train travel
Warner L. Baylor
Consumer Affairs Officer
Interstate Commerce Com-
mission .
Washington, D.C. 20423
Telephone: (202) 343-4141
Business
Sam Sherwin
Deputy Asst. Secretary for
Domestic Commerce
Commerce Dept.
Washington, D.C. 20230
Telephone: (202) 967-5491
Car safety, highways, public
transportation
Antonina P. Uccello, Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Transportation Dept.
Washington D.C. 20590
Telephone: TOW 426-4518
Consumer affairs
Virginia H. Knauer, Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Health, Education and Wel-
fare Dept.
Washington, D.C. 20201
Telephone: (202) 245-6164
Consumer information
David Peterson, Director
Consumer Information Center
General Services Adminis-
tration
Washington, D.C. 20407
Telephone: (202,1 343-6171
Education
Dr. Virginia Y. Trotter
Asst. Secretary, Education
Office of Education
Health, Education & Welfare
Dept:
Washington, D.C. 20202
Telephone: (202) 245-8430
Energy
Hazel Rollins, Director
Consumer Affairs & Special
Impact
Federal Energy Adm.
Washington, D.C. 20421
Telephone: (202) 254-7546
Emmett J. Gavin
Asslettent to The Chairman -
Federal Power Commission
Washington, D.C. 20426
Telephone: (202) 386-6081
Environment, resources,
parks
Ann Richardson
Special Assistant to Asst.
Secretary, Program &
Budget
Interior Dept.
Washington, D.C. 26240
Telephone: (202) 343-7783
Food
Nancy Steorts
Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Consumer
Affairs
Agriculture Dept.
Washington, D.C. 20250
Telephone: (202) 447-3165
Food, drugs & cosmetics
Dr. John Harvey
Senior Educational Director
Office ef Consumer Affairs
Food and Drug Adm.
Rockville, Md. 20852
Telephone: (202) 443-3170
Housing
Wilbur Jones
Consumer Affairs Co-
ordinator
Housing' and Urban DeVe161P-
ment Dept.
Washington, D.C. 20410 
Telephone: (202) '755-7976
Mail
Thomas Chadwick
Consumer Advocate
Postal Service
Washington, D.C. 20260
Telephone: (202) 245-4550
Older Americans
Decker Anstrom
Assistant to the Commis-
sioner
Administration on Aging
Health, Education & Wel-
fare Dept.
Washington, D.C. 20201
Telephone: (202) 245-0724
Product safety
Mary Kay Ryan
Special Assistant for Legal
Matters
Consumer Product Safety
Commission
Bethesda, Md. 20207
Telephone: (202) 496-7372
Stocks & bonds
Frank J. Donaty Jr., Chief
Complaint Processing
Securities and Exchange
Commission
Washington, D.C. 20549
Telephone: (202) 523-5516
Work regulations, wages,
retirement, pensions
Joanne Gordon
Special Assistant to the
Secretary
Labor Dept.
Washington, D.C. 20210
Telephone: 1.202). 961-2027
Tire Family- Lawyer
Narcotic-S-1n Car
"Possession" of narcotics is
plain enough when they are found
in somebody's pocket OT purse.
But suppose they are found in
somebody's automobile. Is each
occupant of the car considered
guilty of the crime of possession?
Police thought so in one recent
case when they arrested not only
the driver of the car but his pas-
senger as well. They had discov-
ered a bag of illicit pills on the
rear floorboard.
The passenger, however, who
had been sitting in the front seat,
denied any knowledge of the pills.
And a court ruled that there sim-
ply was not enough evidence to
connect him with the offense.
Most courts agree that one's
mere presence in a car in which
narcotics are found is not enough
to establish guilt. There must be
some additional evidence of in-
volvement.
For example:
All three occupants of another
ar were charged with possession
of some drugs that were found
underneath a blanket. But this
time, each man told the police a
different story--and not one of
the stories checked out.
Under these Circumstances, a
court decided they could all be
Consumer Comments
convicted of possession. A guilty
conscience, said the court, was
indicated by their efforts to "cov-
er up."
Ownership of the car, too, may
help to establish guilt.
In another case, narcotics were
found on an open shelf in the
back section of a van. The owner
of the van, who was also at the
wheel, insisted they must have
been left there by a passenger—
unbeknownst to him.
But a court found him guilty
nevertheless. The court said that
as both owner and driver of the
vehicle, he was hardly likely to be
unaware of something located in
such plain sight.
A public service feature of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky Bar Assn. Writ-
ten by Will Bernard.
Income Tax Advice
By Ed W. Hancock
Attorney General of Kentucky
Consumers who find their Internal Revenue
Service forms taxing frequently turn to
private tax preparation services to save them
time and money. If you plan to hire someone
to prepare your federal or slate income taxes
this year, here are a few words of advice:
I. Read ads carefully and be sure you un-
derstand what type of service will be
provided. Some firms actually fill out the
forrhs. Other firms tell you how to fill them
out.
2. Explain to the tax preparation firm the
type of help you need, and then ask for a
written statement of the complete cost of the
service.
3 Before you decide upon the hip of a tax
preparer, ask for identification and
qualifications. If the person or firm you select
te help net dneernot really know ho* to work
-with tax preparation, your tax forms could be
lava reef bdreetnetteele ittreetree lea &trouble-
4. Find out if the company or person
assumes any responsibility for the accuracy'
of your tax return. If so, ask tot a written_
guarantee.
5. Insist that a tax preparer sign your
returns.
6. Obtain a written receipt for all fees paid
to a tax preparation service.
7. Be skeptical of ads or offers of large tax
refunds. No one can be certain of a refund at
all until the return is complete.
Both the state and federal government offer
assistance to taxed consumers. The Internal
Revenue Service has a toll-free number which
you may call to ask about your federal income
taxes. 1-800-292-6570. There are also 14 IRS
offices throughout the state where you can
just walk in and obtain assistance.
For state taxes, you may contact one of the
11 district offices of the Department of
Revenue, or their main office in Frankfort.
If you have a consumer complaint, call the
Attorney General's Consumer Protection
Division on the consumer hotline: 1-800-372-
2960, or write to Consumer Protection, Office
of the Attorney General, The Capitol, Room
34, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
'if)iou7ITITc4lb hesf talv-itbaut
yientertforeettme irreyoureTV Net to VW rone—
sinner Survival Kit, a new series designed to
help you save headaches and money. Check
.your local listings on Sunday, Tuesday. and
Thursday for the exact times and channels
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page are presented for the purpose of giving a
forum for the exchenge of differing opinions
and ideas
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editorials and, opinionated artIcles are en
couraged The editors reserve the right to
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in tint of the letter, and the right to reject any
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terest of our readers
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OPEN
FORUM
(Opinions expressed in this
column are those of the writer
and do not necessarily reflect
the editorial riews of • The
Murray Ledger & Times.
Readers who would like to ex-
press their opinion on the issues
discussed in -this column • are
encouraged to respond with a
letter To The Editor.)
TVA And Taxes
(Editor's Note: The following letter was
written by James T. Catlett, executive
director of the South Kentucky Industrial
Development Assoc., Inc., in response to
recent articles "Kentucky Government Af-
fairs" and "Kentucky Business." The letter is
being reprinted here at the request of Murray
Electric System officials. Reader response, in
the form of letters to the editor, either pro or
con, are welcomed and should be addressed
to: The Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
F.701 Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.(
- Our organization represents the 17 TVA
.power distributors in Kentucky of which some
are members of the Kentucky Chamber along
with ourselves and numerous other
.businesses in western Kentucky. We were
concerned with the articles that appeared in
the most recent issues of "Kentucky
Governmental Affairs" and "Kentucky
Business." It was requested at OUT Board
Meeting today that we set straight some of the
statements made in these articles.
Perhaps the Chamber of Commerce is more
concerned about state and local taxes and
These showa different picture than portrayed
in the above publications. While TVAls a
federal agency and is not subject to state and
local taxes, TVA does make generous
payments in lieu of taxes, mostly to the state
government. The Commonwealth in turn
redistributes a large proportion of the TVA
payment to local units persuant to local laws.
Since TVA is a wholesale power supplier, the
tax and tax equivilant payments of the
municipal and cooperative distributors of
TVA electricity must be combined with the
TVA payment in order to make a comparison,
say with the Kentucky Utilities Company KU
serves in 78 counties having 226,118
residential customers, while TVA serves only
26 counties and has 130,126 residential
customers). L G & E is the second largest
distributor in Kentucky and has 223,617
residential customers.
As you can see TVA and as distributors pay
more taxes than any other electric utility in
Kentucky which might be newsworthy.
Whith reference to federal taxes, it is true
that TVA pays no federal taxes since all of
TVA's net earnings belong to the Government
anyway. However, TVA undertakes to set its
power rates so as to just cover its operating
and capital costs with little margin left over
which might be theoretically subject to in-
come tax as applicable. On the other hand, as
a result of investment tax credit, accelerated
depreciation, pollution control writeoff, and
other advantages in the income tax law ap-
plicable to private utilities, the burden of the
federal income tax on electric power com-
panies has been steadily decreasing in recent
years. According to ierc, statistics, federal
income tax paid by the nations electric
utilities decreased from about 15 per cent of
gross revenues in the mid 1950's to 2.6 per ceni
of revenues in 1973, and about ei of the major
electric utilities paid no federal income tax at
all for the year of 1973,
TVA bond issuing authorization relates only
to power revenue bonds supported solely by
TVA power operations and revenues. Such
bonds are not guaranteed by the Federal
Treasury and they enjoy no interest exemp-
tion from federal income tax. In other words,
they are quite similar to the bonds issued by
any large-well managed private electricity
utility. Consequently, the TVA bond interest
rates are roughly comparable with Moody
Utility Index of Aaa grade bonds-with TVA
bonds usually having a slight edge I around ei
a percent point) perhaps because of sheer size
of the public power system At the end of
November, 1974, the average TVA bond yield
rate was 8.38 per cent while Aaa public utility
bonds were rated at 8.97 per cent.
The trend by the electrical generating
companies across the United States is to have
and own sources of coal and produce for the
lowest price to avoid the high profits that the
mining companies are now passing on to the
electric consumers. For this reason TVA is
considering the purchase of the Peabody Coal
Company and would only continue to operate
the mines in the area accessable to their
generating plants. The foreign operations and
the Pennsylvania operations would be
divested of.
Sincerely,
James T. Catlett
Executive Director -
Tax & Tax TVA Distributors LG&E
Equivilant . Public Power System
July 1, 1973 to
July 1,1974
State Government $1,173,396 $2,016,818
Local Government $3,234,272 $1,475,868
Total $4,4e7,668 $3,492,686
(Source of Information: Federal Power Commission
KU Company
Calendar Year
1973
$1,418,163
$1,767,115
$3,185,278
.10.0611.1Mitne
Breaking Ground 
 Commentary On Issues And Events
Written By Gary Huddleston
Ky. Farm Bureau Federation
By Gary Huddleston
Although President Ford's latest economic
proposals have drawn mixed reviews,
Kentucky farmers will be dollars ahead if his
investment tax credit extension is enacted
into law.
Whether the investment credit or any of the
other Ford proposals are actually put into
effect, of course, depends greatly on the
support they get from Congress. Initial
reactions there to the President's program
have varied from mild endorsement to
outright rebuke.
The investment credit has long been im-
portant to farmers, especially those who
utilize a great deal of machinery. The credit
comes in the form of a bottoneline deduction,
or an outright reduction in the amount of tax
owed. Depreciable personal property, mainly
machinery, equipment, breeding stock, silos
and fencing, qualify for the investment credit.
Under President Ford's proposal, the credit
would be increased, presumably for the year
1975, from its present 7 per cent level, to 12
per cent of the purchase price of farm
machinery seed equlpfinerft. The savings to
expansion-minded farmers could be sub-
stantial, as could the impact on the farm
supply industry.
According to Stephen Allen, UK extension
farm management specialist, the total in-
vestment credit would ran4=eryl pa the
He said the credit would amount to a one-
year deduction of 12 per cent of the cost of the
machinery or equipment. A $10,000 tractor,
for instance, would qualify a taxpayer for a
$1,200 reduction in his total income tax bill.
However, before farmers rush to the
equipment outlet and book a new combine,
tractor or silo, it should be stressed that the
credit extension is only a proposal at this
stage. But it is one which seems to have
important finantial implications to all far-
mers. Producers of grain, livestock, tobacco
or vegetables all buy machinery, and the cost
of these items has skyrocketed in recent
years.
The investment tax credit extension could
compensate in part for the higher prices, and
would ease the financial burden for farmers
who need new equipment, but have been
delaying the painfully expensive purchases.
This same credit applies to business, of
cow-se, and is seen primarily by government
economists as an incentive for industrial,
expansion and new manufacturing equipment
purchases. Such expansion could go a long
way toward relieving current recessionary
pressures, President Ford feels.
But for farmers, the impact of the tax credit
change would be immediate. If the higher
allowance is not enacted into law, any farmer
who buys farm machinery during 1975 will
-nave-loste ouncLhalf -thee  eeereet
orthopedists lead to the conclu-
sion that this tragic adolescent
disehse may prove to be hor-
mone-responsive in a manner
similar to certain other malig-
nant tumors, such as those of the
kidney, breast, and prostate.
Affected persons appear to
have increased growth but sup-
preesion of growth hormone.
Research recently has linked
skeletal growth to somatomedin
(produced by the liver under
stimulation by the growth hor-
mone) and not directly to the
growth hormone.
Additional research has dem-
onstrated that patients with
osteosarcomas have abnor-
malities in the handling of
glucose. Their elevated
somatomedin competes with
and inhibits normal insulin func-
tion. But these patients fail to
respond to added insulin when it
IS given.
The Pittsburgh reseal el
noting that females survive
longer than males with ostecsar-
comas, gave estrogen to a series
of terminal cases, seme of whom
also received progesterone,
another female hormone. Sur-
vival time was lengthened, and
the disease in most cases failed
to progress, or it actually
regreesed.
While the outlook for persons
who develop osteosarcomas re-
mains guarded, it appears to be
better by the combination of hor-
mones with other methods of
treatment. Additional research
and experience are needed.
Q Mr. FM, wants to know if
deadly carbon monoxide is odor-
Let's Stay Well
Sex Hormones Help
Bone Cancer Victims
.
The nation was saddened to
learn that a 12-year-old son of
Sere and Mrs Ted Kennedy had
developed a bone tumor fan
ostecsarcorna) in one of his legs
and in November. 1974 had to
have a high amputation of the
affected limb. Now, a he con-
tinues on additional treatment to
suppress the spread of this high-
ly malignard tumor.
Osteasarcomas occur particu-
larly in the age group in which
bone growth is most rapid
The Journal of the American
Medical Association has
published a report made at a re-
cent meeting of the American
College of Surgeons, in which
James McMaster, M.D., and
Pierce Scranton, M.D., reviewed
their 20 years of experience with
osteosarcomas at the University
of Pi tehurgh. k Yes Carbon monoxide is
The studies of fhese—Woriess, tastelm and does not
Irritate the eyes, nose, or throat_
Of course, this gas may be mixed
with others which have color
and odor, such as those in the ex-
haust from an automobile.
e-e7re-
mrs P.C. asks what -
meant by dropsy and what can__ .
be done for it.
A. Dropsy refers to the ac-
cumulation of an excess of fluid-
in tissues. This condition usually
results from impairment of
heart muscle to perform its work
(heart failure) and is treated by
medicines to strengthen the
heart muscle and regulate its
beating, by cutting down on
scdiurn intake, by giving diuretic
to cause the kidneys to excrete
more urine, by limitation of ex-
ercise, and by reduction of
weight. Dropsy is usually a
serious sign and requires prompt
management by a physician.
United Feature Syndicate
Isn't It The Truth
,taivesem• '. ' s>eltess.ssaaastvil
iiiteent.00-eiii-r71071eCif .. - • ci"6.7." n -ey. he- . s to-riiike the purchase. .
-borrow for low-rnaertireery or e4e-'411AWIINt - t 'tija' kes ' );;ran tomioRs7-
purchases this year. This would tend to make pocketbook issue for farmers, and Kentucky's1975 a very good time to buy a new tractor, Congressional delegation should consider it in
replace old fences, or even install & new silo, that light
Allen said
by Carl Riblet Jr.
We citizens who have understood the Nelson
Rockefeller story and are looking forward to having
a vice president who will show us that it is not a
crime to be rich, maintain that it is also no crime to
be poor — although it might as well be.
Bible Thought
Whosoever shall receive one of such children in
my name...receiveth not me, but him that sent me.
Mark -9:37.
We cannot receive God in true meaning until we
eariihaw to receive one another.
10 Years Ago Today
One hundred and sixty-three students have ap-
plied for degrees in January, according to Wilson
Gantt registrar at Murray State College.
-- -heaths reported are Mrs. Ira Elkins, age 85, and
Roscoe Casey, age 74.
Miss Margaret Brandon will be crowned as
basketball queen of Calloway County High School by
last year's queen, Miss Donna Bell, at the Calloway-
Cuba game. Her attendants are Gwen Fulkerson,
Carolyn Garrison and Wilma Hale.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love are pictured while on a
cruise on a ship from Port Everglades to Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. Nassau was one of the ports they
stopped while on the cruise.
Alma and Howard McNeely are worthy matron
and worthy patron of Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star.
20 .Years Ago Today
An average price of $31.42 was reported on the sale
of dark fired tobacco on the Murray Loose Leaf
Floors.
Cpl. Pat Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Smith,-
is enroute home after being stationed in Seoul,
Korea.
Mrs. John Long who with her husband operated a
bakery here in Murray, died yesterday at a
Madisonville hospital.
The stringed-instrument players of the, Murray
Training Sch41 Orchestra will participate irt a
String Festival at Benton on Janaury 24.
,A & P has potatoes advertised as ten pound bag for
45 cents this week.
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MAKING SOMETHING HARD OUT OF SOMETHING EASY-While Larry Moffett 115) Bobby
Porter 1451 and Zech Blasingame (421 all take swipes at the ball, the ball winds up falling the
middle of them all and it goes out of bounds.
.0 (Staff Photos by Mike BraNdoni
13 Proves-To-Be Good
Luck For Nets' Coach
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) -
It's lucky 13 for Coach Kevin'
Loughery of the Now York
Nets.
His players assured him that
he would coach the Fast Divi-
sion in the American Basketball
Associtation All-Star Game at
San Aotonia, Tex., by beating
Virginia 113-91 Sunday. The
coach whose team was in first
place through Sunday's games
was automatically made the
all-star coach, the the Nets'
victory made certain they
would remain in first ahead of
Kentucky.
-It's a great honor for me,"
said Loughery. "Tye been
around pro basketball for 13
years. And I might add I never
deserved it." He spent 10 years
as a player and a half year as
coach in the National Basket-
ball Association. He is in his
second season as coach of the
Nets.
Loughery will be joined in the
AD-Star Game by three of his
player - Julius Erving, a first-
team forward and the only
unanimous selection, and Billy
Paultz, a second-team center,
and Brian Taylor, a second-
team guard.
Forward Larry Kenon fin-
ished fourth in the voting but
didn't make the team because
of the rule which says every
team must be represented. Stu
Johnson of Memphis was
placed on the squad as the only
representative of the Sounds.
Kenon certainly played like
an Ali-Star Sunday, scoring 23
points and grabbing 13
rebounds.
Colonels 114, Nuggets 101
Kentucky's Artis Gilmore's 34
points and 19 rebounds paced
the Colonels as they handed
Denver only its fifth loss in the
last 35 games. Dan Isle] scored
17 of his 19 points in the first
half for the winners, who led at
halftime 58-50.
Sounds 101, Spurs 94
After San Antonio, with
James Silas putting on a one-
man scoring show, pulled to
within one point at 92-91, Tom
Owens scored five straight
points as Memphis out-scored
the Spurs 9-3 in the game's
waning moments.
Silas scored 18 points in the
final 12 minutes, including 10 in
a row, and finished the game
with 33 points.
Pacers 108, Q's 91
A 34-point performance by
Billy Knight gave Indiana its
victory over San Diego, drop-
ping the Q's a full game behind
Utah in their battle for fourth
place in the Western Division.
Caldwell Jones scored 29
points and Dwight Lamar had
20 for San Diego, but the Q's
played without their leading
scorer, Travis Grant, out with
a knee injury. And guard War-
ren Jabali saw action for only a
few minutes because of a
pulled muscle.
Frank Jones And Tech Unload
Bomb On Murray State 74-68
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
"I'll tell you one word, awful.
That's how we're going to be and
you can write it and put it on your
locker room or whatever because
we have it on ours."
—Fred Overton, November, 1971
Fred Overton probably didn't
spend Sunday afternoon looking
through the junk to see if he
could find that sign. But
although Overton wasn't ready
to concede anything yet, a jam-
packed crowd of 7,000 fans in
the Sports Arena Saturday night
was,
Playing undoubtedly its worst
game of the season, Murray
State was embarrassed by
lowly Tennessee Tech in the
Racers' Conference opener 74-
68.
Overton made the statement
about how bad his team was
going to be back in November at
a press luncheon in Nashville.
But after the Racers cruised to
victory in their first six games
of the season, everyone thought
it was a great "snow-job" by
Overton, who had earned the
label of "Freddie the
Snowman."
Has the snowman melted?
-You have to give Tech a lot
of credit," Overton said.
-They played it smart and
had a lot of patience. They are a
little better club than what we'd
like to give them credit for."
'T15 true.
Tech was a better club than
most people thought. But
Murray made them look better.
Playing very lackluster and
at times looking as though they
were playing in a daze, the
Racers never led in the game.
Tech, picked to finish last in
the conference, raced out to an
early 12-2 lead, saw Murray
Sluggish Wildcats Hold
On To-Nip—Mississippi -defeat on the Racers_. F:or whenTech came out in Hie second
half, they were fired up.
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) -
Kentucky could have been look-
ing ahead to tonight's South-
eastern Conference showdown
game with Alabama or it may
have just been sluggishness
Saturday, but whatever the
problem, the Wildcats held on
for an 85-82 win over Mis-
sissippi.
° Kevin Grevey, although both-
ered by the flu, led Kentucky
with 27 points and Mike Flynn
hit for 22 in what coach Joe
Hall called "his finest game of
the year."
Flynn battled fellow hoosier
Dave Shepherd, an Indiana
University transfer, who col-
lected 21 points to lead Mis-
sissippi's scoring.
Coach Cob Jarvis of Ole Miss
saw his Rebels fall to 4-9 over
all and remain winless in five
conference games.
"We've just got to be grateful
to get out .of this place with a
victory," coach Joe Hall of
Kentucky said. "Ole Miss al-
ways plays so well here and
our seniors showed the same
lack of killer instinct theOve
had since they were freshmen,"
he added.
Hall said, "We played
brilliantly at the start of the
game, and I almost hated to
see it because I was afraid of
what was coming."
Mississippi trimmed Ken-
tucky leads to just two points
on four different occasions-the
last time with six minutes to go
in the game and with Kentucky
on top 67-65.
The Rebels cut Kentucky's
leads to three points five times
•
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New York
Kentucky
St Louis
Memphis
Virginia
West
Denver
San Antonio
It was Hall's first win in Ox-
ford and had tta be especially
satisfying for Jimmy Dan Con-
ner who missed a last second
shot in a 61-60 loss to the
Rebels last season and for
Flynn, who scored just two
points when Kentucky lost to
Ole Miss on the road in 1973.
Kentucky hopes Grevey-who
in addition to his virus Satur-
day, suffered an snide sprain-
-will be in playing shape for the
Alabama contest.
The Wildcats are now in a te.
with Auburn for second place in
the conference standings behind
Alabama who blasted Louisiana
State University 93-67 Saturday
to stay unbeaten in four SEC
outings.
Standings
ABA
East Division
W L Pct, GB
32 13 .711 —
30 13 .698 1
18 29 .391 141.i'd
13 33 .283 191/2
9 36 .200 23
Oiviiron
38 8 826 —
28 21 .571 11/2
Indiana 21 23 .477 16
Utah 21 27 438 18
San Diego 19 27 .413 19
Saturday's Results
New York 92, Virginia 91
San Antonio 125, San Diego
110
Denver 126, Memphis 104
Utah 122, Indiana 118
Sunday's Results
New York 113, Virginia 91
Kentucky 114, Denver 101
Memphis 101, San Antonio 94
Indiana 108, San Diego 91
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
Indiana at San Antonio
Acquire Player
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The St.
Louis Blues have acquired Ber-
nie Lukowich from the Pitts-
burgh Penguins for Bob
Stumpf, a spokesman for the
Blues' National Hockey League
team said Sunday night.
The spokesman said the ex-
change was a straight player-
for-player deal.
Lukovrich, 22, will report to
the Denver Spurs, the Blues'
farm club in the Central
League where Stumpf had been
playing.
A right winger in his fourth
professional season, Lukowich
played 53 games for Pittsburgh
last season and scored nine
goals, 10 assists and 19 points.
He was playing with the Her-
shey Bears of the American
league, a Pittsburgh farm
team, at the time of the trade
Receive Money
ATLANTA AP - Lou Hud-
son, Atlanta's high-scoring per-
ennial All-Stato will undergo
surgery Tuesday for removal of
talcium deposits in his right el-
bow, the National Basketball
Association club has an-
nounced.
Hudson, a 6-foot-5 forward-
guard, has played in only 11
games this season for the
Hawks, averagirog n points a
game. However,' the 30-year-old
sharpshooter had not played in
tare menthe.- • -
liwils08a..,0013,Aak.heen
NBA All-star six times, holds a
2.3 2 scoring average for nine
seasons and was fourth last
year in the league with a 25.4
average.
come to within two in the final
seconds off the first half and
then Frank Jones reached back
and drove the final nail in the
coffin.
Jones, a 6-2 junior All-
American candidate who is
pacing the league in scoring
with a 25.0 average, caught an
inbounds pass with just a
second left on the first half
clock.
Murray had just scored on a
12-footer by junior forward
Jesse Williams and the Racers
trailed only 38-36.
Jones, standing about five
feet from the baseline, non-
chalantly hooked the ball over
his head. 
-
And while rnostof-t,he fans in
the Sports Arena eters, already
up and on their feet to go for
refreshments or to coach the
game in the lobby, the ball
sailed high and touched nothing
but net on the way down.
The shot was estimated to
have been from 85 feet away.
That sort of sewed the coat of
after that but could never take Eleven points were scored
the advantage. within the first four minutes of
Kentucky's conference mark the second half.
Unfortunately for the Racers
was In1Pr"ed to ai'd the—Tech had 10 of those and theWildcats are now 11-2 over all. Golden Eagles were coasting
along with a 50-37 bulge.
The largest lead of the game
came when 6-5 Tom Schmidt
canned a 10-footer at the 11:22
mark to give Tech a 60-43
cushion.
And in a span of just nine
minutes in the second half, Sch-
midt scored 18 points.
Murray made one last-ditch
„effort at coming close to Tech.
Down 74-59 with less than 3:30
left in the game, the Racers
closed to within six at 74-68 with
1:25 left on the clock. But Tech
went into a four-corner offense
and the Racers tried for the ball
rather than foul and that was
that.
"You took for a chance to
double team the ball. That's the
first thing you do in that
situation is to try and cover the
ball. Then if you can't get it, you
try to foul their worst shooter.
We just didn't do it, that's all,"
Overton said.
Sophomore guard Grover
Woolard led the Racers with 21
points while Williams added 17
and Blasingame
Larry Moffett, though scoring
just six points, grabbed down 15
rebounds and played a good
game.
Schmidt paced the Eagles
with 24 while Jones added 21.
Tech goes to 1-2 in the league,
the same as the Racers, and 7-5
on -the season while Murray
drops to 8-4 for the year.
The Racers host East Ten-
nessee, a quick and very
talented club, at 7:30 p. m.
tonight. There will be no
preliminary game as the junior
varsity is idle.
Then on Wednesday, the
Racers visit Indiana State,
Tennessee Tech • 34-71
hlurraytiata  sa-n
TENNSMIERTICal
Plannadt Apse Nue rb
Tom 
*
1341 0-3 34
Bobby Potter 11-111 04 l
14 4.1
TOM Wee 011 0-1
Frost Nom 643 6.7 2
LarryShade 14 44
Bobby Elea 64 64
Aloe Roark 64 64
Randy Mance 01 1-2
Jerry/Whew 34 04
Team rebounds 
Tele* 3077 01.3 35 7
MURRAY STATE
JeaNIMMILmi 4-11 9-10
Woe tun. rb
Jeff Hogbes 04 04
Larry Moffett 3.7 42 1
Henry Kinsey 4-13 04
Grover Woolard 9.1i 34 2
Zed, Blasingame 3-7 74 1
Stevebovers 64 40
Donnie Wood 04 1-2
Tammy Wade 04 40
LloydWilliame  1-1 04
Team rebounds
Utah 3147 3641 • •
ON THE DRIVE-Senior guard Henry Kinsey (11) of the
Racers drives to the basket for two points against Tennessee
Tech. Others in the picture include Larry Moffett (151 of the
Racers and Bobby Porter (45i of Tech.
•Factories *Warehouse •Retail Stores *Offices •Recreations
*Educational •Any She or type
A wide variety of systems
that put you in business
quickly and economically
Complete Construction Service
—Planning through Completion—
Financing through 
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Johnny Miller Makes
Joke Of Tucson Open
st.E)Z
AP Golf Writer
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - He's
almost too good to be true.
He's tall, slender, blond and
good-looking enough to serve as
a male model.
He's polite, courteous and
soft-spoken.
He's a non-drinker, a non-
smoker, an elder of his church
and possessed of a vocabulary
in which "heck" and "darn`u
rb are the strongest expletives.
o And, right now, Johnny Mil-
er may be playing the ancient
2
game of golf better than any-
one has every played it before.
His recent accomplishments
are the stuff of legends.
"I like setting records," Mil-
ler said Sunday after an aston-
ishing, 11-under-par 61 had giv-
en him still another run-away
victory, this time in the 8200,000
Dean Martin-Tucson Open golf
tournament,
of the
inessee
of the
ning Tucson, composing an ar- ond with a closing 67 and 272.
tistic, 11-under-par effort in the Miller's effort before a na-
final round over the Tucson Na- tional television audience and a
tional Golf Club course, at 7,200 massive gallery announced at
yards one of the longest layouts 38,000 in Sunday's final round
the touring pros play all year was just that - phenomenal.
and a course that had been "Without doubt, it was the
toughened and strengthened greatest round of golf of my
this season by the addition of life," said Miller, who now has
water on three holes. shot 61 - within a single stroke
His total was 263. He won by of the lowest competitive round
nine strokes; compared with in tourtitstory - on three occa-
victory margins of 8, 7 and 14 sions, including twice within
strokes in his last three pre- the last two weeks.
vious individual starts. "It could have been the
In completing an unprece- greatest round I'll ever shoot,"
dented second consecutive he murmered, a touch of awe
sweep of the two Arizona tour- in his voice and speaking just
naments, this year the kickoff above a whisper.
events on the pro tour, Miller Tom Watson lost the battle
has led or shared the lead in for second to Mahaffey by a
every round and has had scores single stroke. Watson had 67-
of 67, 61, 68, 64, 66, 69, 67 and 61 274. Don Iverson holed a 50-60
for a season stroke average of foot birdie putt on the final hole
65.4. to tie Mike Hill for fourth at
"He's phenomenal," said 276. Each had a last round 69.
-That's what records are for
- to be broken.
"But it's getting to be a prob-
lem. When you set records you
have to live up to them. I want
to keep on improving; keep on  Shei fi$ Quitting Circuit
progressing. How_ am -I gonna
top this? How can I keep on
like this?"
Of course, he asked the same
questions a week ago, when he
won the Phoenix Open with a
260 total, the lowest 72-hole
score in 20 years of tournament
competition. He was 24 under
par for that tournament
But he found a way to top it.
FA144301TE
Bille Jean King Says
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) - Bil-
lie Jean King says she has
some regrets over quitting the
women's tennis tour, but she
expects her future work in
women's athletics to dull the
pain.
"I'm a little sorry to see it
end because I'm hitting the ball
well again," said the 31-year-
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Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 1. We are income tax
specialists. We ask the right
questions. We dig for every honest
deduction. We want to leave no
stone unturned to make sure you
pay the smallest legitimate tax.
.11{310EBILOCIIC
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903-Areattia St.
epee etaas.4 13-44 /al, Plow 1L3
IS APPIINMIEIT mum?
old star after dumping Chris
Evert 6-3, 6-2 in Sunday's finals
here and earning 815,000 in her
last regular appearance on the
women's pro tour.
Ms. King plans to play only
in a few special events and
- World Team Tennis in the fu-
ture.
-I've won a lot of Wimble-
dons and Forest Hills and those
have been great," she said of
her decade of dominance in the
sport, including five Wimbledon
and three Forest Hills singles
titles.
-But to help tennis and wom-
en's tennis in particular has
been a great thrill for me. And
I've been allowed to have a
creativity that I don't think any
other person will ever have,"
she said. "That means more
than winning to me.
"Now, I'm going to be satis-
fied with helping other women
in other sports through my
magazine and the TV job.
There are so many others who
aren't recognized and I'd like
to help them.-
Although she said she has
lost her desire for the regular
tour, she admitted a special ur-
gency to win Sunday's match
against Miss Evert, who has re-
placed her as the world's top-
ranked woman tennis player.
"It's been a long time since I
have been nervous before a
match but I knew this was my
last one and I really wanted to
go out with a win," she said. "I
got myself really psyched up
and told myself to go for every-
She was nearly flawless, hit-
ting backhands that "even sur-
prised me" and volleying
supurbly.
Miss Evert, who had whipped
Ms. King 6-1, 6-1 a week ago,
said, "I think it's the best that
Billie Jean has ever played. I
hit some great shots but they
just kept coming back at me.
"She was steady in all parts
of her game," added Miss Ev-
ert, 19, who earned 88,500 plus
$2,200 as her share for teaming
with Ms. King for a 6-4, 6-2 dou-
bles conquest of Betty Stove of
The Netherlands and Virginia
Wade of England.
Sports In
Brief
TRACK & FIELD
LOS ANGELES - Dwight
Stones set a world high jump
record with a leap of 7 feet, 50,.4
inches and Dan Ripley of San
Jose State soared over 18 feet,
one inch for a world indoor pole
vault record at the 16th Sunkist
Invitational Track Meet,
SWIMMING
BRISBANE, Australia -
Stephen Holland broke his own
world record in the 800-meter
freestyle with a time of 8 min-
utes, 15.2 seconds, taking six-
tenths of a second off the old
record he set last year
GENERAL
ARCADIA, Calif. - Alvaro
Pineda, 29. one of the country's
top thoroughbred jockeys, died
from injuries incurred when his
horse reared and pinned him
against the starting gate at
Santa Anita Park.- -
RIVERSIDE, Calif. - Race
' tritrt0"-
. .444-
massive chest injuries after his
Chevy crashed -during the Per-
mates NASCAR Sportsman
Rare at Riverside International
Raceway.
TWO FOR THE BIG N1AN -Larry Moffett 115), the 6-8 sophomore center of the Racers, gets two of
his six points here as he goes up over Bobby Porter of Tech. Moffett had 15 rebounds in the contest.
Bucks Slam 'Blazers
iabbar Scores 50 As
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Amidst all the controversy
surrounding Portland's rookie
center, Bill Walton, and his de-
sire - or lack of same - to,
play pro basketball, Milwaukee
pivotman Kareem Abdul-Jab-
bar ran a clinic for Walton, a
sellout crowd of 10,938 at the
Milwaukee Arena and a nation-
al television audience on what
the pro game is all about.
In one of his finest perform-
ances, Abdul-Jabbar poured in
50 points, grabbed 15 rebounds.
dished out 11 assists and left
little doubt as to who is the
dominant force in the National
Basketball Association, leading
the Bucks to a 122-108 decision
over Portland Sunday. The win
put Milwaukee over .500 for the
fu-st time this season at 22-21.
Abdul-Jabbar was over-
whelming, sinking 18 of 30 shots
- skyhooks, driving flips, lay-
ins, jumpers and tap-ins. He
completely outplayed Walton in
the first regular season meet-
ing of the former UCLA stars.
Abdul-Jabbar did it all in
helping the Bucks erase a 14-
point first quarter deficit and
break away from a 77-77 tie in
the third quarter with a 13-2
spurt.
Walton, meanwhile, played 21
minutes in his third game after
an 18-game absence, blamed on
a heel spitz. He scored seven
points, had six rebounds and
seven assists, but was no
match for Abdul-Jabbar.
Afterwards, Walton con-
firmed he has retained attorney
Charles Garry, who has repre-
sented the Black Panther Par-
ty, but said little else about re-
ports he is trying to break his
estimated $2 million pact.
Garry, meanwhile, said he
has "absolutely not" been hired
to help Walton break his con-
tract.
Meanwhile, Blazers Coach
Lenny Wilkens said, "There
have been stories like that all
year long. I can't worry about
those things. I know he's here
and he's playing - that's all I
care about."
Hawks 117, Sonic's 109
Tom Van Arsdale's 32 points
led Atlanta to its eighth con-
Trta
secutive victory over the strug-
gling Sonics, who hove dropped
five of six games on an extend-
ed road trip without the serv-
ices of Mar 4er ward- Spinircer- ,
Heywood, who is sidelined ttrith
seconds earlier, JoJo White tied
the game for Boston with a
jumper.
Pistons 100, Cavaliers 98
Detroit posted its 10th
<triumph in 12 outings behind its
guards. John Mengelt scored 23
points and Dave Bing had 21,
with 12 coming in the fourth
quarter, including six of the
Pistons' last eight.
Suns 109, Kings 97
Charlie Scott scored 28 points
for Phoenix before being
ejected from the game early in
the fourth quarter.
Braves 117, Jazz 112
Buffalo's Bob McAdoo out-
scored New Orleans' Pete Mar-
avich 43-40 as the Braves post-
ed their fifth straight triumph.
McAdoo had 20 points in the
third period, when the Braves
outscored New Orleans 32-2.
Willie Lanier To Bid
His Farewell Tonight
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent.
MIAMI AP) - The AanisyNtra
-to pro football's PrObleMA ifer-
--with "reasonable men sitting
down and working out sensible
settlements reasonably," one of
the game's retiring stars sug-
gests.
"We cannot continue to live
in discord," added linebacker
Willie Lanier of the Kansas
City Chiefs who will be pulling
on a jersey for the last time in
tonight's Pro Bowl game at the
Orange Bowl.
The game, matching all-star
teams of the American and Na-
tional Conferences, will have a
9 p.m. kickoff.
It will be televised nationally
by ABC-TV.
Lanier, 29, a graduate of
Morgan State and a defensive
titan in the National Football
League for eight years, will
play with the favored AFC
squad, which will feature the
quarterbacking of Ken Stabler
and Bob Griese, the running of
such stars as O.J. Simpson and
Larry C,sonka and a defense
girded by Mean Joe Greene and
L.C. Greenwood of Pittsburgh's
Super Bowl champions.
AGE 32?
With Fran Tarkenton of the
Minnesota Vikings begging off
because at a sore arm, the i
NrFeSirad Will have tivii quar-
terbacks making their first ap-
pearances in the game - Jim
Hart of St. Louis and Jim Har-
ris of the Los Angeles Rams.
Lanier is quitting football to
take an executive position with
a tobacco company and will be
stationed in the Washington, D.
C. area.
-I don't leave with any re-
grets or recriminations," the
245-pound middle linebacker
said. "It has been a great life.
Pro football offers players tre-
mendous opportunities in other
fields
Lanier said he hoped the
game would never have to go
through a bitter player strike
such as the one which hit the
game last summer.
"The key word is respect,"
he said. "If owners learn to re-
spect the players as individuals
and as business men and the
players have the same respect
for the owners, then there is no
reason that all problems can't
be worked9ut.satiafactorily,7_,
Look your age
with Taylor Topper
You owe it to yourself to look your best. All the time Taylor
Topper can help. Every one is custom made to look arid lee) IrkS
your original head of hair. Learn how.
Send today for On FREE 213-poge Ism
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Ethan Allen Sale'
semi-annual
^ ier,"reerryse--
Two free throws by Dave
Coweris with one second re-
maining gave Boston its 12th
consecutive triumph over Phila-
delphia in Boston Garden, Only
4;
Yto*
zeixif21.441t741"ig'kbiLL,
4 &lay-
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY EVENING...
Storewide Sale . . .
C Capyr10.1 Fern Paw Inc 111173
Save 10% to 20% on
an exciting seleCtion
of versatile living rooms.
When you buy Ethan Allen quality designs
on sale, you save on hoe investments for the -
future of your home And you receive the
competent guidance of professional home
planners who make sure that everything you
choose bongs you closer to your goal the
beautiful home yOu want Visit our Ethan Allen
Gallery soon and let us help you create rooms
that express your decorating tastes and
indrindual fifiestyle
Ethan Allen ( alkry
We can help you hive the home you want
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Alabama And Kentucky To
Collide Head-On Tonight
The Hatfields and McCoys
start shooting at each other
tonight. In other words, it's
.S&WPac vtArktie0 in cilts.;:,
lege basset .
-Well, it's a big game be-
cause it's the next one," says
'AUabama Coach C.W. Newton,
dismissing the significance of
the Southeastern Conference
meeting.
Actually, it's bigger than
Newton will concede. His play-
ers have to beat the Wildcats to
hold onto their lead in the SEC
and their prestige as the na-
tion's seventh-ranked team.
Kentucky, ranked No. 10, will
try to disprove the Crimson
Tide's alleged supremacy and
knock them down a peg in the
standings while improving their
own position.
Alabama crushed Louisiana
State 93-67 Saturday while Ken-
tucky defeated Mississippi 85-
82, adding some luster to Mon-
day night's game at Kentucky.
The victory gave the Crimson
Tide a 5-0 record in SEC play
and Kentucky improved to 4-1;
Alabama looked like a confer-
beat Notre Dame 71-68; No, 13
Arizona defeated Texas-El Paso
69-57; 15th-ranked Providence
No. 16 Minnesota downed Mich-
igan State 82-71; Lafayette up-
set No. 17 Rutgers 72-66; No. 18
Tennessee whipped Florida 59-
56; No. 19 Michigan defeated
Iowa 75-70, and South Carolina,
ranked No. 20, trimmed
Davidson 85-68.
Alabama started slow but
picked up steam behind Russell
and .Cleveland, who combined
for 48 points. The Crimson Tide
Broke open the game by out- Indiana past Northwestern in a
Big Ten game that extendedscoring MU 16-2 late in the2frzs the Hoosiers' ivinninutreak
T9 ,Tongesthalftime and Newton substi- over Mir deasons
tided freely in the second half. the country among major col-leges. The Hoosiers led by 10
Kevin Grevey and Mike points at the half and poured it
Flynn combined for 49 points on after intermission, racing to
and Jimmy Connor added some a 29-point advantage at one
clutch baskets late in the game time.
as Kentucky held off Mis- UCLA built a 54-33 halftime
sixsippi. The Wildcats lost most lead and breezed by California
of a 16-point lead before pulling behind Richard Washington and
it out. Dave Meyers, who divided 34
Kent Benson's 20 points led points.
Colts Expected To Take Good
Trade Bet Bartkowski In Draft
By WILL GRIMSLE:Y
AP Special Correspondent
MIAMI (AP) - Steve Bar-
tkowski, a big, strong-throwing
quarterback out of the Univer-
sity of California, looms as the
hottest commodity in the ap-
proaching National Football
ence champion Saturday while League draft, and the Balt-
raking apart I-SU on the shoot- more Colts have first grabs.
ing of Charles Russell and „We don't feel we need a
Charles Cleveland. Kentucky
,--Cittarterback, but believe we
Meanwhile, almost broke under ___sould use Bartkowski for good
_16e strain of a Mississippi rally
before winning.
-We definitely had a let-
down," said Kentucky Coach
Joe Hall, whose team was per-
haps looking ahead to Ala-
bama.
Elsewhere in college basket-
ball Saturday, top-ranked In-
diana buried Northwestern 82-
56; No. 2 UCLA walloped Cali-
fornia 102-72; third-rated Louis-
ville nipped Drake 55-53 in
overtime; No. 4 North Carolina
State defeated No. 14 North
Carolina 88-85 in overtime; No.
5 Maryland turned back Navy
87-73; Stanford upset No. 6
Southern Cal 67-66; No. 8 Ore-
gon nipped Washington 68-66;
ninth-ranked Arizona State
trimmed New Mexico 93-76;
11th-rated La Salle tripped
Penn 67-65; No. 12 Marquette
The sooner
you call,
the sooner
you save
car
insurance.
Ronnie Ross
MIL Mein
Pbees 7534419
trading purposes," said Joe
Thomas, Baltimore's general
manager, after winning the
coin flip for the No. 1 pick over
Tex Schramm of the Dallas
Cowboys.
The New York Giants, with a
2-12 season record to match
that of the Colts for worst in
DC.C.C4=4:2C.C.C4X4Z.C.C.0
Standings
}=.0.0.0iCTC.C.C.C.C.=PC.C.0
By The Associated Press
NBA
 Conference
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB
Boston 29 14 .674 -
Buffalo 29 16 .6/4 1
New York 23 19 .548 51/2
Philadelphia 17 27 .386 1254_
Central Division
Nashington 31 13 705-
Cleveland 21 19 .537 Ph
Houston 20 23 .465 1071
Atlanta 19 27 .413 13
New Orleans 5 35 .125 2/
- Werateeri Conference
Midwest Division
Detroit 26 19 578 -
Chicago 23 20 535 2
Milwaukee 22 21 .512 3
K.C. Omaha 22 2.4 478
Pacific Division
Golden St. 27 16 .628 -
Seattle 20 24 .455 7',
Portland 19 23 .452 7'•2
Phoenix 18 24 .429 81/2
the NFL, would have been in
the coin flip, but traded their
No. 1 pick to Dallas for quar-
terback Craig Morton.
"I am in contact with four
clubs which are interested in
landing a quarterback like Bar-
tkowski," Thomas said. "We
are trying to rebuild, to get the
Colts back into the playoff stat-
us they once enjoyed. We feel
we should be able to land two
front-line experienced players,
at least, for this fine quarter-
back.-
Thomas said the situation
was similar to that which exist-
ed a few years ago, when he
was with the Miami Dolphins
and had a chance to pick Mike
Phipps, the Purdue quarter-
back, but actually wanted a top
wide receiver, So he traded the
choice to Cleveland, and re-
ceived Paul Warfield in return.
"I hope to have a deal made
before the draft," the Balti-
more executive said. The draft
is scheduled Jan. 28-29 in New
York.
Thomas declined to identify
the four clubs with whom he is
talking, but they are believed
. to be the Kansas City Chiefs,
- Washington Redskins, Los An-
geles Rams and New York
Jets.
The Chiefs have an aging
quarterback in Len Dawson
and owner Lamar Hunt has in-
dicated he is anxious to instill
new blood in the Chiefs, to
rebuild them into a Super Bowl
contender. Earlier, Hunt fired
veteran Coach Hank Stram,
and he is still seeking a succes-
sor.
Los Angeles 17 25 .405 91/2
Cleveland ioe, enitacieusnia
Washington is plugging alongSaturday's Results
106 . with a pair of old-timers, Sonny
Boston 123, Houston 101 Jurgensen and Billy Kilmer.
Washington 125, Golden .State_ And the Rams, having traded
Buffalo 129, Atlanta 115 Hadl to Green Bay, are
reportedly not completely sets-,
fled with James Harris and
young Ron Jaworski,
The Jets' situation is well
known. Broadway Joe Nemeth
hasn't made up his mind
whether to continue in the
game, and he has advised Phil
Iselin, the club's president, that
Detroit 86, Phoenix 77
New York 104, Chicago 91
Sunday's Results
Boston 102, Philadelphia 100
Atlanta 117, Seattle 109
Milwaukee 122, Portland 108
Detroit 100, Cleveland 98
Buffalo 117, New Orleans 117
Phoenix 109, Kansas City
Omaha 97
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
CHECK THE DAY... CHECK THE-
TIME & SAVE A CHECK
TUE. & WED. JAN. 21 - 22
4 PM TILL 8 PM
HAMBURGERS
12t EACH
BUY A SACK FULL
NO COUPONS NEEDED
Thanks for
coming
to • • •
12171 Cketfitat
he should sign a young quarter-
back even if he, Nemeth, de-
cides to play a couple more
years.
Baltimore appears to be sat-
isfied with its present signalcal-
lers, Bert Jones and Marty
Dornres, The Colts are in the
market for a lineman of the
caliber of Maryland's Randy
White, or a linebacker like Rod
Shoate of national champion
Oklahoma or little-known Rob-
Easy care, easy
wear of 10096
nylon polyester. . .
GIRLS' SIZES 4-6X
KNIT TOPS
SAVE
96'
1.96
Girle bit logo if easy cars,
easy weer 100% nylon
polyester. Cheese from two
styles; spread collar or
turtlenecks, both have long
sleeves. selection of
colors in sit°z:i 68.
0
ROSES
Specially processed w°
fabric that holds its
shape and fit . .
GIRLS' SIZES 7-14
SLACKS
REG.
5.94
Girls' slacks of specie y
processed febnc that holds its
\ shape and fit. Lovely selection
1, of solid colors and plaids from
which to choose. Sim 7-84°-
12-14. Buy now and save.
9allad°A111  G
ert Brazile, a little All-Ameri-
can from Jackson State.
"If we are unable to make a
deal for Bartkowski before the
draft," Thomas said, "I think
we would go for White."
White is a 6-foot-4, 255-pound-
er who received both the Out-
land and Lombardi trophies as
the nation's top college line-
man.
Bartkowski had a sensational
season, completing 182 of 325
passes for 2,580 yards. He
threw for 12 touchdowns and
had seven passes intercepted.
College Cage
Results
se--Tbelisseciaoset_fress
• EAST
St Bonaventure 77, VillanOvil
70
George Washington 71, M. Jo-
seph's, Pa. 62
Buffalo 70, Army 68, Or
Vermont 8.4, Maine 67
Springfield 78, Dartmouth 68
Yale 90, Lehigh 69
Fordham 60, Temple 49
Manhattan 79, Siena 72
Conn. 80, Colgate 65
Syracuse 98, American &I
Lafayette 72, Rutgers 66
La Salle 67, Penn 65
Pittsburgh 84, Penn St 56
Delaware 87, West Chester 78
Providence 86, Massachusetts
74
Rhode Island 68, New Hemp.
48
Holy Cross 77, Boston Col_ 70
St Johns, N.Y. 103, St.
Francis 44.-Y-63 
SOUTH
N Carolina St. 88, N. Caro.
line 85, OT
W Va 71, Pacific 67
Georgia 67, Miss. St. 65
Louisville 55, Drake 53, OT
Alabama 93, Louisiana St. 67
Kentucky 85, Mississippi • 82
Norfolk St. 84, Virginia St 79
Fla St. 107, Hofstra 71
Tennessee 59, Florida 56
S. Carolina 85, Davidson 68
Gardner-Webb 59, N. Caro
Asheville 57
Tulane 76, New Orleans 61
Maryland 87, Navy 73
Old Dominion BO, Marshall 63
Virginia 60, Duke 56
VMI 67, ToWson St. 65
Houston 99, -Mercer 98
Ky. St. 98, Central St., Ohio
70
Furman 66, Citadel 65
Richmond 101, Appalachian
St. 70
Jackson St. 113, Prairie View
93
Memphis St. 130, Mo•St. Louis
79
UT•Chatianooga 70, UT Mar-
tin 69
Clemson 80, Wake Forest 77
MIDWEST
Indiana 82, Northwestern 56
Duquesne 82, Dayton 81
Marquette 71, Notre Dame 68
Ohio St. 89, Wisconsin 67
Purdue 86, Illinois 67
Nebraska 74, Kansas St. 61
Bowling Green 85, Kent St. 69
Miami, Ohio 102, Cent. Mich
igan 76
Ohio Dominican 82, Cedar
ville 67
W. Michigan it, Ohio U. 66
Oklahoma 113 Colorado 62
N Dakota 61, N. Dakota St
58
Centenary 84, Ind. St. 74
III. St. 98, Oakland 53
Okla. St. 101, Iowa St. 95
Oral- Roberts 73, Jacksonville
67
Kansas 91, Missouri 86
S Dakota St. 81, S. Dakota 72
Michigan 75, Iowa 70
SOUTHWEST
Baylor 74, Rice 73
Texas Tech 66, Okla Baptist
51
New Mex. .St. 85, North Tex.
St. 68
SMU 85, Okla. City 75
FAR WEST
UCLA 102, Callfbrnia 72.
Arizona St. .93, New Mexico
76
San Francisco 77, Nev Reno
68
Stanford 67, S. California 66
„Oregon St. 82, Wash, St 73. 0/
Arizona 59, Tex•El P850 57
C010 St. 78, Wyoming 60
Utah 91, Brigham Young 1f
Boise St 68, Idaho St be
W New Mex. 106, Colo
Mines 71
N. Arizona 80, Weber St 76
S Utah 116, W. Colo St 49
Mont. • St 80, Great 7.,
.1P144,14ZEZ17....•;.ran
Net Las Vegas 100
*Clara 79
BOYS'
CREW SOCKS_
ROSES
PRICE
LOW 4 t 1 00
Boys' crew socks of 100% cotton.
*Mite or colors with stnpes at
top. Slightly imperfect but does
not affect wearing quality. Sizes
GIRLS1'24,X 
_NYLON TIGHTS
REG.
1.79 1"'
Girls' first quality non-run tights of
100% nylon. Make your selection
from white, red or navy. Sizes 2-
6X.
of. .....................
FURNACE FILTERS
REG. SAVE
1 e :F s168*EACH
Reduce your fuel costs with fine
quality furnace filters. Sizes
16 20x 1 , 16i2511, 201201.1 or
2511.
FRAM
- OIL FILTERS
REG,
2.64
Don't leave a quart of dirty oil in
your engine when you change lour
oil. Change the fitter too with a Frain
oil filter. Choose from Ph-8A, PH-11,
PH-2S P84-30 or P84-43.
' 
T
amommmiikee 
Wr.
Ladies' Hollywood
Briefs or Bikinis
REG,
43'
EACH 34
Ladies' Hollywood briefs or bikinis of
acetate. Lovely selection of white or
pastels. Choose from sizes 5 10.
Made of super
stretch yarn . . .
LADIES' FIRST QUALITY
PANTY HOSE
Ladies' first quality panty
hose made of super stretch
yarn. Lovely selectior of the
latest fashion shades;
suntan, beige or coffee.
One size fits all.
•
REGULARLY 76' EACH
P
TOD Lkit ROW
JEANS  
REG.
2.9n
00
Toddler boys' fashion litallS of
101 -ounce sanforized denim.
Handsome contrasting stitching,
and matching belt. Sizes 21 - IT.
tt,tittwr,
JIGSAW PUZZLES
Rims 2 100
PRICE a
  Juvenile jigsaw puzzles witr-100--
large interlocking pieces. Choose
from cartoon favorites like Pluto,
‘,..porky Pig and many others.
(
Adjustable flame and
thousands of lights . .
BIC BUTANE
LIGHTER
00
REG,
1.49
Bic Butane disposable lighters with
Do you want to make adinstalga game and aisnal fuel
your sewing easier? Imagine supply. Bic Butane lighters give you
the handiness of a wrist pin cushion, .„thcnisallf,l,s of Uinta and an
seam ripper, sewing gaup, tracing K...isPcsa'"e*
u•heel lus many more sewing aidsP g
HANDY SEWING AIDS
Handy sewing aids to make
sewing easier for you. Make
your selection from tape
measures, hook 'n eyes,
tracing paper, sewing
pages, marking pencils
and many more.
.4 comb for every use and every
member of the family.
THE STANCE BIG EIGHT
FAMILY COMB PACK
Package of eight highest
quality, unbreable com-
bs. Each package contains
inen's pocket comb, all-
purpose comb, barber
comb, ladies' purse comb,
rattail comb, all line comb
and heavy dresser comb.
46..Sarve more than you spend.
Iltam is weeeemeread to lower peke& k is our
peaky sew le be •ailereeld be year
="111 ime • dierbe, daroene heels.Ylkerer/1,111eotHooeel - .
-Central Ski:pets Center .
Ope;i479 Doily 1-6 Sunday
REGULARLY 79'
TOS E
REG. TO SO' EA.
MOBIL 10W30
MOTOR OIL
MEG, 74€ PER GT.
SAVE 48c ON TWO41
-0'k44401t
baby
powder
-012210
wommtih"-.14--
Pamper your baby.
Baby yourself.
14-0z. (Net Wt.)
Johnson's
BABY
POWDER
REGULARLI $1.21
tic
lohsnon's Baby Powder in the purest
proteC11041 you can buy tot baby. Also
cooling and soothing for adult use.
Dries clear, fast
), and strong.
ELMER'S
GLUE-ALL
the lavo-flaild maws kegs ef ftraer's
itlwe-lefto tieras porous fitstetati:
No harmful fumes
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Hospital Report
January 14, 1975
Adults 131
Nursery 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
. Baby Boy Carr (mother
'''S'Arg"Eltt'71.12'iuri
DISMISSALS
Miss Betty Carol Foust,
Mansfield, Tenn., Mrs. Sharon
A. Rowlett, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Mary E. Bin-keen,
Rt. 3
-Box 174, Murray, Henry C.
Jones, Rt. 3, Murray, Michael
C. Longdo, 2624 Univ. Sta.,
Murray, Ronnie Chapman, Rt.
1
-Box 96, Murray, Miss Tina E.
Shelton, Rt. 2
-Box 19, Murray,
James E. Garrison, 303 Oak-
dale, Murray, Mrs. Annette
Collie, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs.
Verna Mae Eldridge, Almo,
Mrs. Shixtie Soloman, Rt. 7,
Benton, Mrs. Dora E. Jackson,
Rt. 1, Dexter, James R.
-Al- -
Murray, Joe R. Humphreys, Rt.
4, Murray, Hatten P. Lovins,
Hales Trailer Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Louisa E. McCuiston, New
Concord, Mrs. Lucy J. Lee, Rt.
1, Alm), Foreman H. Graham,
1017 Sharp, Murray, Thomas It
Smotherman, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Annie M. Stalls, Rt. 2.
Hazel, Mrs. Alice Faye Walls
expired), 506 Cherry, Murray,
OsCar Buell Duncan (expired),
Rt. 1, Dexter.
When your life changes,
so should your
Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage.
Is there an important day in your life coming up soon?
It may be that this important day is also time to
change your Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage,
For example, if you're about to reach age 85,
you should know about our Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plan to supplement Medicare:
Marriage In your future? You'll want to convert
from a Single otan to our family plan.
Son Of daughter about to enter college? Check
into our special College Student Plan.
These are just a few of the ways in which Blue Cross
and Blue Shield coverage can be adapted to your
changing needs. For details about these and the other
Blue Cross and Blue Shield nongroup plans, send
in the coupon betow
Out only business is helping you get good health
care you can afford
Bkie Cross
Blue Shield
of nantwity '769
I COMM.. mid mmoi Ins coupon .o C.o. anc OM... S0440 nonevcky 3101 
8d,.050,- ANY. 10., Ken.", 40205 ...ewe sono rnnout obbgetton. nonproun erfornmeon
11601111• Ilmnens and 0.0...Y M11911114
I (00‘11011 Sr,.Marn.,MrIlldrs,.Meml
OW 001151 
..OcIrsm
Apf 0111-24 7.23-30
-nee ereter-- C.M-----.
0Onnnq memo] E,^00 01,, Comte, nmnol 
00 on•nnm Nub. (Canonry •Ocl.no,
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CAPITAL VIEW — Evinces Street, in e fine o city of Echnburgh, capital of Scotland, is said to
be one of the most handsome thoroughfares in the world. This aerial view looks down on the
Gothic spire of the Sir Walter Scott Monument in the foreground and behind it the Royal Scot-
tish Academy. The Castle Rock is seen on the left.
Wet Weather Trend In Tennessee
Valley Continues Throughotit
The record spell of wet
weather that began three years
ago in the Tennessee Valley
continued in 1974 with rainfall
across the region averaging 60.1
inches for the year, TVA
reports. That was about 8 inches
above normal.
The period from 1972 through
1979 has been the wettest three-
year period on record for the
Valley, with total rainfall over
that span amounting to almost
33 inches more than normal.
Among Valley rainfall totals for
the past 85 years, 1973 was the
highest, 1972 the fourth highest,
and 1974 the seventh highest.
One result of the unusually
heavy 1974 rainfall was total
hydroelectric generation of
about 23 billion kilowatthours
for the year from the 48 TVA,
Corps of Engineers, and Alcoa
dams supplying power to the
TVA system. This nearly
equalled the calendar year
record hydro generation of 23.4
billion kilowatthours in 1973,
and contributed about 22 per-
cent of total TVA system
generation in 1974. Tennessee
River streamflow for the year
was the fourth highest on
record.
The Valley's wettest month of
1974 was January, with average
rainfall amounting to 9.7 inches.
A Janaury flood control
operation on the TVA system
reduced the Tennessee River
crest at Chattanooga to a
nondamaging stage of 27.8 feet,
Ever try
reasoning
with an
overloaded
credit'card?
Talk to the Good News loan people
about one of these consolidation plans:
CASH
ADVANCE
NO. of
MONTHS
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS
TOTAL
PAYMENTS
ANNUAL
% RATE
$2,500 ea 673,17 43,512.16 17.80%
43,000 48 $87.63 54,206.24 17.89%
$3,500 60 $90,41 $6.424 60 18.80%
$4,000 eo $103.23
_
96.193.80 /18.76%
and smile again!
Loans and financing to KM.
Large loans for homeowners.
CREDI 411) —timeNUM
or 9.3 feet below the flood crest
that would have resulted
without regulation by TVA
reservoirs. This reduction
averted damages estimated at
$28,500,000. Another flood
control operation was carried
out in March, but in that case
the natural crest would have
been only slightly above flood
stage.
Chattanooga flood damages
averted by TVA flood control
operations now total $952
million since completion of
Norris Dam in 1936.
In January TVA's newest
dam, Tims Ford, reduced the
Elk River flood crest at
Fayetteville, Tennessee, by 5.5
feet. This prevented an
estimated $691,000 in damages,
making a total of $4.7 million in
damages averted at Fayet-
teville since the dam was
completed in 1970.
Operation of the TVA
reservoir system helped reduce
flood crests on the lower Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers from
five separate floods between
January and June. The U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers
estimated the damages
prevented by these TVA
operations at $7.4 million,
making a total of $71 million in
flood diunages averted along
the lower Ohio and Mississippi
by TVA's control of the Ten-
nessee River since 1944.
The tributary river reservoirs
that provide the major storage
capacity for regulating Ten-
nessee River floods were
lowered through the summer
and fall in helping meet TVA
power requirements, and by
mid-November were generally
at lower levels than in other
recent years. However, in.
State Air
Crashes May
Decrease
creased streamflows near the
end of the year filled these
reservoirs to near their normal
yearend flood control levels.
These flows pushed water levels
in Cherokee, Douglas,
Hiwassee, and Tims Ford
Reservoirs above planned
yearend levels, but they were
being lowered again in early
January to provide normal
winter flood storage capacity.
Last month's rainfall
averaged 6.0 inches across the
Valley, compared to the normal
4.5 inches for December. The
highest December total
reported to TVA was 9.69 inches
at Cosby, Tennessee, near the
Great Smoky Mountains. The
lowest was 2.45 inches at
Johnsonville Steam Plant,
about 70 miles west of Nashville
near Waverly, Tennessee.
Task Force On Children With
Emotional Problems Established
FRANKFORT, Ky.-C. Leslie
Dawson, the new secretary of
the Kentucky Department for
Human Resources DHR),
1.04%Y. antiouficed,,lbie•
ment of a task force on children
with emotional problems.
Members will be selected
from the Institute for Children,
the Councils for Social Services
and Health Services and the
Department's Bureau for Social
Services and Health Services.
Dr. Lyman Ginger,
Superintendent of Public In-
struction, will appoint two
-citizen members and a
representative from his staff.
The task force will begin
Operation by February and will
complete its study by Dec, 15,
1975.
Its purpose is to develop a
plan for the provision of
preventive and treatment
services to children with
emotional problems.
Children with emotional
problems are defined as those
whose behavior is upsetting to
the family, the teacher or the
classroom or the general
community and whose behavior
may retard learning, bring
social disapproval, malad-
justment, delinquency, in-
corrigibility or aggressiveness.
As a part of this study, the
task force will look into the
effectiveness of DHR's
programs which help troubled
youths readjust to community
and family living and will make
recommendations to DHR for
improvements in existing
treatment and rehabilitation
Girls smoking
more than boys
NEW YORK - In 1974, the
proportion of girls 12 to 16
years of age smoking at least
one cigarette a week actually
outnumbered that of boys, ac-
cording t.) a Health Insurance
Institute analysis of govern-
ment reports.
While six years ago only
half as many girls as boys be-
tween 12 and 18 smoked ciga-
rettes, today there is practi-
cally no difference. - CNS
methods.
DHR's philosophy and
programs emphasize treat-.
rnent, making it possible for the
youths to readjust successfully
tit fliefr:-CdenrtitertirteilCvai-teti,'
of rehabilitative programs is
offered through the Depart-
smeervnitees's Bureau for Social
"When a youth with
emotional problems is assigned
to DHR by the courts, a
caseworker begins a study of
the youth's environment and
166klifff for theifittert-' ":"7:
that cause problems and
helping to design a
rehabilitation plan to solve the
problem," said Dawson.
sitIME NTS
RELAX LUXURIOUSLY
YET INFORMALLY
1.000 lac white sandy
beach. heated swimming
pool, air-conditioned
apartments with kitchenette
free TV, large garden patios
Ire* poolsrde lounges and
free parking Boating,
fishing, nightltf•, shoppmg
nearby lonely Garden
Room Restaurant and
Lounges on premises
Bank AinerIcard,
Master Charge accepted.
OATH
MING Dittiten
FLOOR PLAN
011e BEDROOM APT
VACATION IN
FLORIDA
at St. Petersburg Beach
Gulf of Mexico
on a beach long enough with
sand enough to build every one of
your dream castles This 7 mile long
island has everything under the sun
you're looking for and Gulf Winds'
family-sizted apartments on the
beach stretch your
budget to include
more fun for your
vacation dollar
a •
Al'"7--/-• • -
RATES New thre April 30
From Si 1 per person,
double occupancy.
$3 for extra person
PHONE )813) 367-1927
Mail coupon for celor brochure, apartrhem hoer plans
are complete list of rates
c
7
ST. PETERSBURG BEACH • FLORIDA
optIOINTS
6900 Sunset way
Si Petersburg Beach, Florl da SWIM
Please send information to
NAME_
ADDRESS 
CITY  STATE ZIP 
FRANICFORT, Ky. -If the
present trend continues, the
present fiscal year may see a
decrease in the number of air
crashes in Kentucky compared
to the previous year, according
to Marcel J. Hanscom of the
Kentucky Department of
Transportation's Division of
Aeronautics.
Hanscom; Aviation
Regulatory Coordinator, said
there have been only 11 crashes
in Kentucky since July 1,
compared with 50 for the
previous fiscal year. There
were 23 people involved in the 11
crashes-but only one fatality.
The crashes were attributed
to several causes. Four of the
mishaps resulted from engine
failures, two were landing
accidents, three resulted from
lost control due to pilot error
and in two cases the cause has
not been identified.
Most of the air accidents
occurred in the western section
of the state; with two near
Owensboro, two near Paducah,
and one each in S!arisonia,
Kingston, Clinton, Penrod and
Jpg Two also occulted near
Liberty in eastern Ken-
tucty.
Of the planes that crashed,/ 
---
Plasm two were of the larger
In Bel-Air Center • - Mem" engine variety and two
Ross Wilder. Mgr • Pb8119 711-3573 
Mei
-were helicopters: —
OF.4.4fEitICA,
2 (Closed Tuesday To Prepare for Sale 0
Suits 
I All Other Suits Reg. 15- 275 h/2 Price11
$10951 
i
o Sport Coats One Group $9990
I All Other Sport Coats Re055-$95 50%40% Off I
ILeisure Suits Reg. s45-s135 1/2 Price I 
00 
gSlacks One Rack Reg. s15-,27 $499 0
I All Wool Blend Pants 60% off I
I All Other Slacks 
56100/2%%p r iooc feff i0 All Wool Blend Slacks 
All o IlTi 
Sewseaters 
1/2 Price 0
1/2 Price II
1/2
 
price:1
1 -.4. iiil.r
.12:
rat
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• 0 
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4 ran . 
Bel-Air Shopping Center I
W 
Hours: Man.-Thurs. 104 0
Fridc_iy 10-9
- 
Siiiinitay -104 -- :7- - --- .4;
0000000 0 0 00
I All Shirts 
;Jeans, Jean Jackets
& Casual Stilts
fig s
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- Security National Bank Sold
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
Faced with "probable fail-
ure" and a lack of -public con-
fidence," the Security National
Bank of Long Island, 53rd larg-
est in the nation, has been sold
'-ft-,T 40 anaticierYM~ bank:.
Security National, of Hemp-
stead, N.Y., said in a statement
Sunday that its troubles re-
sulted from a loss of investor
confidence, which the bank said
stemmed from the general eco-
nomic decline and the failure of
another Long Island bank, the
Franklin National, last year.
"This gave rise to rumors
and speculative, damaging
news stories about the bank
which caused substantial with-
drawals of deposits and serious-
ly impaired the bank's ability
to obtain borrowings from its
normal sources," Security Na-
tional said.
Banking sources said Secur-
ity National had suffered losses
lisem-,Soe-Aetlideresson- New
York's Long Island, where the
construction industry is de-
pressed following a building
boom during the 1960s.
Franklin National's failure
followed heavy foreign ex-
change losses. Franklin Nation-
al at one time was the nation's
20th largest bank and its failure
was the largest in the nation's
history.
The Federal Reserve Board
in Washington, which author-
ized the sale of Security Nation-
al without stockholder approv-
al, said the comptroller of the
currency had found "external
forces and public confidence
have adversely affected the op-
erations and condition of Secur-
ity to the point that an erner-
Comptroller of the Currency
James E. Smith declared an
emergency at Security' National
and asked immediate action
"to prevent a probable failure
of that bank."
Security National, with depos-
its of $1.3 billion and 80 offices
on Long Island and 15 in New
York City, was purchased by
the Chemical Bank for $40 mil-
lion. Chemical, one of the na-
tion's 10 largest banks, will as-
sume all assets and most liabi-
Auto Makers Begin New Week
Somewhat Better Than Before
DETROIT (AP) — The na-
tion's beleaguered auto in-
dustry begins its third full week
of production in 1975 with 11 as-
sembly plants closed and 228,-
000 workers on layoff.
The new week began as an
improvement over last week, -
when the auto makers reported _
M plants closed and 282,000
hourly employes on furlough_ _
because of declines in retail
sales-
Only American Motors, the
smallest of the Big Four, will
be in full production this week.
General Motors will operate
without four plants, Ford Motor
Co. will have three plants
closed and Chrysler Corp. is ex-
tending another week of shut-
downs to four plants.
Ford and Chrysler will offer
new car buyers factory rebates
of up to $SC() again this week in
hopes of boosting sales, which
have been in the doldrums for
16 straight months. It is the
longest auto slump in 30 years.
Chrysler's rebate program,
now in its second week, offers
up to $300 in company checks
to buyers of specified models,
and a $100 bonus if specially
,designated models are traded
in on the sale. The program
ends Feb. 16.
Ford begins the first full
week of a similar plan which
provides up to $500 in rebates
for the purchase of small Ford
models. The promotion ends
Feb. 28.
General Motors has not
launched a rebate promotion.
GM will have 10,455 workers
on temporary layoff this week
— in addition to 100,000 on
open-ended furlough — as it
closes car plants in Leeds, Mo.,
North Tarrytown, N.Y., and
South Gate, Calif. The company
also is shutting its huge GMC
Truck & Coach plant in Pon-
tiac, Mich., for the week.
Ford is closing car plants in
Wixom, Mich.; Lorain, Ohio,
and San Jose, Calif., along with
five manufacturing plants this
week in moves that will leave
21,750 workers on temporary
layoff. Ford also has 33,350 em-
ployes on open-ended layoff.
Chrysler is keeping car
plants in Hamtramck, Mich.;
Newark, Del., and St. Loins,
and its St. Louis truck plant
closed again this week. About
13,750 workers will be on tem-
porary layoff because of the
closings. Chrysler also has 49,-
900 workers on indefinite layoff.
With 20 car plants closed last
week, auto production was off
41 per cent from the previous
week to 68,000. It was the smal-
lest output for the period in re-
cent memory, industry observ-
ers said.
titles of the smaller bank.
In another economic develop-
rnent Sunday, the adminis-
tration stepped up its campaign
for President Ford's antireces-
sion program as three officials
made public appearances urg-
ing' cbeigessionat btilti'ete '
the package.
Interior Secretary Rogers
C.B. Morton said there are
areas of the program where
Ford is willing to compromise
with Congress but urged:
"Let's start with the Presi-
dent's program. Let's get the
President's program through
the Congress, and then if it
needs adjusting, let's adjust
it.
Morton, appearing on ABC's
"Issues and Answers," said
congressional criticism of
Ford's proposals is something
to be expected in response to
bold suggestions.
Treasury Secretary William
E. Simon, appearing on NBC's
"Meet the Press," declared
that he will fight for Ford's
program despite his dislike of
the large deficits included in
them. Reminded he once in-
dicated he would resign if the
budget deficit reached $40 bil-
lion, Simon said that no longer
is the case.
Federal Energy Adminis-
trator Frank G. Zarb, appear-
ing on CBS' "Face the Nation,"
said that if the energy propos-
als of Ford are followed, the
nation would be invulnerable in
energy and even could be able
to export energy by 1985.
The wife of Daniel Morgan,
Revolutionary War general
f Morgan County was named for
him), lived in Kentucky 10
years after her husband's death
and is buried in Logan County.
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Navyman Larry K. Downey,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Buel
Downey of 401 S. 12th, and
whose wife Terry is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Attaberry of 1106 Olive, all of
Murray, graduated from
recruit training at the Naval
Training Center, Orlando, Ha.
The training included in-
struction in seamanship,
military regulations, fire
fighting close order drill, first
aid and Navy history.
State To Open Eight Group
Homes For Juvenile Offenders
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — or corrections institutions.
Hoping to cot down the use of Two of the three community
large institutions for juveniles, centers, for eight youths each,
the state plans to open eight will be in Jefferson County.
new group homes for One will be operated by the
year-araillhatie"-` state- atorthe atihertirdielWeV'
out some larger facilities. ropolitan Social Services De-
Four of the eight group partment (MSSD).
homes will be in Northern Ken- A four-unit facility for 32
tacky, and one each in More- youths will be opeated at Eliza-
head, Middlesboro, Hopkinsville bethtown by the North Central
and Louisville, Social Strvices Comprehensive Care Center,
Commissioner Jerry Hissong David Rifle, superintendent
has said. of MSSD's Ormsby 'Village,
Group homes are already op- said its full-fledged program
erating in Owensboro and for emotionally disturbed
ington, youths won't be operating be-
Also in line with the concept fore next month.
of using small community facil- Paul Rapo, director of the
ities will be three community Lincoln Village center nearing
centers expected to begin oper- completion at Elizabethtown,
ation this year for children with said the $425,000 center will be
emotional problems who are operating by April, con-
not aided by current delinquent centrating on youths with
or mental-treatment centers, school problems and accepting
Officials have said some chil- emotionally disturbed youths in
then who don't fit into existing trouble with the law if they are
programs and facilities are left not hard-core delinquents.
to spend their lives in mental Hissong said the Bureau of
U.S. May Have Four Times As
Much OilAs It Knows Of Now
WASIIINGTONIAP) — The
United States may have four
times as much oil as it already
knows about, and the Interior
Department wants to find out
for sure through its offshore
leasing program.
But even if those additional
reserves are found, the nation
could fill its own demand at
present levels for no more than
20 years at best.
The United States is scarcely
an oil-poor nation, with proven
reserves estimated at some 45
billion barrels by the U.S. Geo-
 logical Survey. This is about 7
per cent of the world total by
government estimates. But the
nation consumes about 6.5 bil-
lion barrels a year, or more
than 30 per cent of the world's
annual oil production.
That is clearly a formula for
trouble, which made its point
last winter when the world's
major oil exporting nations
' temporarily reduced their ship-
ments and simultaneously
raised their prices.
For the immediate future, the
United States must continue to
pay the high price for foreign
oil, under the constant threat of
yet another embargo.
In the short range, both the
administration and the oil in-
dustry agree that domestic oil
- :production can not be quickly
increased very much,
Ford has asked Congress to
allow commercial oil produc-
tion from the Naval Petroleum
Reserve at Elk Hills, Calif.,
and estimated this could add
about 160,000 barrels per day in
1975 and about 300,000 barrels
daily by 1977.
Ford also said he would end
federal price controls on do-
mestic crude oil. The White
House estimated this would in-
crease production about 500,000
barrels a day over the next
three or four years by allowing
higher prices for oil which now
is unprofitable to produce
Ford also has asked Congress
to allow exploration and pro-
duction in Naval Petroleum Re-
serve No. 4, a vast, frozen area
next to the big Prudhoe Bay oil
field discovered seven years
ago on the northern slope of
Alaska.
And the Interior Department
has proposed to open for ex-
ploration the previously un-
touched offshore areas along
the Atlantic Coast, and areas
off California and Alaska.
How much oil these areas
really contain will not be
known until they are explored
with drilling rigs, but the U.S.
Geological Survey has esti-
mated that the nation may
have 73 to 146 billion barrels
hidden away in addition to 45
billion barrels of proven re-
serves, for a total supply as
high as 191 billion barrels. This
would be enough for about 22
years at current consumption
rates.
If the United States does
strike oil again within its own
boundaries, that will not bring
back cheap oil.
Government and industry of-
Panhandle
Officials-Meet
With Bond
LEDBETTER, Ky. (AP) —
Education officals and parents
journey to Frankfort today as it
is hoped a new school building
will be the result of a protest
and three-day pupil boycott at
the Panhandle Elementary
School here.
The Livingston County Board
of Education had unanimously
recommended a new school to
cost about $400,000 and to send
representatives and parents to
Frankfort for the meeting with
Supt. of Public Instruction Dr.
Lyman Ginger.
Crossword Puzzler
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Social Services has applied for
an $84,000 federal grant for its
Jefferson County unit, expected
to open by July.
Hissong said the federal anti-
" ertrnenuncis, aeolig 4,3i.7
in state funds, will finance the
first year of a model program.
The three centers will stress
involvement of parents and
counseling for all family mem-
bers, Hissong said.
"Many emotional problems
revolve around family relation-
ships," he said. "Unless these
problems are resolved, all of
the treatment of the child
would be for naught."
He said it is hoped most of
the youths will be able to re-
turn to their homes after three
to six months in the centers,
with care at home by visiting
counselors after that.
Hopkinsville Mayor
To Head UK Alumni
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Hopkinsville Mayor George L.
Atkins Jr., has been elected
president of the University of
Kentucky Alumni Association _
succeeding Charles Landrum
, a Lexington lawyer,ficials agree that on produced Atkins, 33, is one of theby drilling rigs standing in hun- youngest mayors in the nation.  deeds of feet of water offshore He was elected in 1972,
will be more costly than oil
drilled on land or in shallow
waters.
The Federal Energy Adminis-
tration estimates that the gov-
ernment may have to support
the price of oil at around $7.70
per barrel to protect the in-
vestments it will take to pro-
duce new offshore oil.
Atkins, who is in the real es-
tate and insurance business In
his native Hopkinsville, gradu-
ated from the university here
in 1963 with a degree in person-
nel management.
James W. Stuckert, Louis-
ville, was elected vice president
of the association.
France Flys Terrorists
Out Of Paris In 707 Jet -
By The Associated Press
France flew three Arab ter-
rorists out of Paris today after
the gunmen made an attack on
an Israeli jumbo jet at Orly
Airport, fought a gun battle
with police and held 10 persons Conservation Urged
hostage overnight in an airport
restroom. By Instrirctor At MSUThe French Boeing 707 carry-
ing the terrorists requested per-
mission to land in Lebanon, but
authorities refused and closed
Beirut airport. The plane then
flew eastward and a source at
the Beirut control tower said
the pilot gave his new destina-
tion as Baghdad, Iraq.
condemned the ittscs, and the
PLO's representative in Paris,
Ezzedine el Katie, said the gun-
men would be punished if hand-
ed over to the PLO.
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. ( AP(
— The natural gas shortage is
making itself felt in the world
of art as well as industry, ac-
cording to a Murray State Uni-
versity ceramics professor.
Professor Fred Shepherd told
a weekend ceramics workshop
The Israeli Boeing 747 was that potters are particularly at-
not damaged in the attack at fected by the squeeze.
Orly Airport on Sunday and the__ Shepherd whose work in cie 
hostages were released un-
harmed early today. But 21
persons, including one of the
terrorists, were reported in-
jured in the 15-minute gunfight
that preceded the attack. Eight
were reported in serious condi-
tion.
In Beirut, Yasir Arafat's Pal-
estine Liberation Organization
Civitan Club
Meets Recently
"Murray Civitans are
grateful to the citizens of
Murray for the 2700 pounds of
fruit cake they bought prior to
the Christmas holidays. The
proceeds will enable us to keep
our financial pledge to the local
mental retardation program,-
announced Elbert Thomason,
chairman of Murray Civitan
Club Fruit Cake Committee at a
January 16 meeting.
Dale Spann of the local law
enforcement office spoke to the
group on a variety of law en-
forcement probleme. "Behind
practically every delinquent or
problem child in our community
their is a delinquent or problem
parent," stated Spann. "Of all
the drug problems in our
community with teenagers and
adults, alcohol still remains our
major drug problem with
juveniles and adults," Spann
reported.
Spann emphasized that local
civic and social clubs could be
helpful by providing wholesome
activities for our junior and
senior high school age citizens
that are well supervised and
that parents need to be con-
cerned about who their children
associate with and where they
go when not at home.
The Murray Civitans will
meet next on February 6, 1975
when they will honor local
preachers for their service to
the community. "Mr. -jack 711n Walters
ramics has been displayed na-
tional19- since 1964, said Satur-
day at the Hopkinsville Art
Guild Workshop that potters
who use natural-gas-fired kilns
must begin to economize as
natural gas supplies go down
and prices go up.
"You could feel it was going
to follow suit from the other
shortages that have been taking
place in the country," Shepherd
said.
Potters, he said, are "going
to have to be very careful
about economizing when they
can and where they can."
0101 STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stocks of local in-
terest at noon today furnished to
the Ledger & Times by I. M.
Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil
A.T. & T.
Boise Cascade
Fairchild Camera
Ford
Gen, Motors
GetrTire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith
12,2 uric
421 unc
17,4 -1.4
46 -311
113.6
173S
+353S
367S
1214
1518 -34
1878 +14
111% unc
13
4711
10 -1
105.
Prices of stock of local in-
terest at noon, EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger & Times
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Kimberly Clark -
Union Carbide
W. R. Grace
Texaco
Gen. Elec,
GAF Corp.
Camp. Soup
Geo, Pac.
Pffier
4
.14
.,„
rare -1-1 s
Oil +14
234 unc
23k4 +14
345 .1
912 unc
30. s
32's -is
24% -1
TS;''grfinr-ElsZ KirgehCWitaXs, Nvensr1TOr ,
Kentuck will be the guest Disney 284,e -%
speaker. Franklin Mit—
. •.901 ......
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ATTENTION, WATKINS NEEDED - SOMEONE to sell
dealers! Patty Harris is Watkins Products. Call 753-
selling out. Call for fantastic  5550. 
savings. 753-8830.
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES-
All display ads, classified
display and regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
I 
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
. p.m. the day before
publication.
METAL MAN
Pollster or Combioatio. sea
osperiesessil.
Steady work, fringe benefits
and good pay plan Former Murray
man as body shop manager
Gated Am Beam NorDo Ors
Ford Imo& Dr., theiseevile, Ky.
4201, MN@ 1121.71170.
RESPONSIBLE
PERSON
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5555 111.Welmei It
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12. Insurance
FEEL LONELY? Depressed?
Dial NEED 7534333.
NEEDLINE,
FREE-BEAUTIFUL white
jack Russel type dog. Female,
8 months. Very friendly. Had
all shots. 753-7371.
. 00 Youth Shop
51114
(Dehlod Peoples Bonk)
_* Maly Sala Items*
Spring Merchondise ArrOvIng
5. Lost And Found
LOST DIAMOND ring in
University gym area. Reward.
Call 753-9775 after 4:00 p. m.
PERSON FOR general
housework, one day a week.
References required. 753-2800
WANTED: A couple,
preferrably retired, to live on
small farm inside city limits to
do part time lawn and garden
work. Phone 73-1274 jor_In-
formation.
WAITRESS WANTED. Sykes
Cafe, 100 Maple Street. Apply
In person.
WANTED
-AGENT for
Johnson Bonding Company,
Inc. in Murray and Calloway
County area. Excellent salary
opportunity. Apply in Room
111, Holiday Inn, Tuesday,
January 21, 10:00 a.m.-2:00
p.m.
The sooner you call,
 
the sooner
you save.
Moose 1534489
11144
14. Want To Buy
SMALL FARM tractors, run-
ning or not. Also buying
equipment. Call 753-9573 after
Teach Your
MONEY
To Have More
CENTS
Back home on the range, Big Buck warms up
to his favorite subject -- money:
"Easiest money I ever made," he says, "is
when I cleaned out the barns and fertilized
half of Shirttail township. (That's near the
county seat.) Sold it through the Want Ads.
"In the Want Ads your dollars stretch like a
rubber lasso when you are looking for
bargains, or a new car, or a new house. Play it
smart, Podner. Use the Want Ads.
Murray Ledger & Times
WANT TO buy rounded top
trunk. Old or New. Good
Condition. Call 527-8273.
15. Articles For Sale
BABY ITEMS-play pen,
swing, walker, chair, mat-
tress, back packer, stroller.
Also table and four chairs,
foam rubber cushions with
covers. 7534872.
REMOVE CARPET paths and
spots; fluff beaten down nap
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer, $1.00. Big K,
Belaire Shopping Center.
Close-Out Sale
1/2
 off
All Wallpaper
In Stock
Hughes Paint
Store
Court Square 1533542
16. Home Furnishings
USED COLONIAL type den
couch and chair. Call 753-5203.
GOLD MEDITERRANEAN
couch, 2 months old 753-3293
reweein, • Swes.......nws.
1-20
'ThE COST OF LIVING KEEPS GOING UP.Lucky 'FOR p51 XE, WE AREN'T 1..1VINIG. 11
22. Musical
PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 7534911.
For Sale
1 used Suns Base Amplifier
with rollers, nearly new,-
Uses's
1 Student Drum Set, red
sparkle pearl, 6261.50
Chuck's Music
Center
1411 Main ;53-3682
23. Exterminating
FORMBY'S FURNITURE
refinishing products. Easy to
use. Murray Lumber Com-
pany.
USED FURNITURE and ap-
pliances. Located 1504 Can-
terbury Dr or phone 753-4449.
KROELER COUCH, makes into
bed, good condition. 1015 OAK FIREWOOD for sale. Pick
Sharp Street. Call 753-2451. up or deliver. Call 354-8585.
Free
Termite
, Inspection
Avoid Costly
Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches, -
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
a 411,..WCtOZON6raLlig,MilIe,,•
38. Pets Supplies
FINAL SALES-Parakeet
birds. Pair 84.00. Singles $2.50.
1105 Vine Street. Call 753-5016.
THREE MINIATURE Poodles,
black, male and female, $35.
Call 435-4360.
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
available. Call 753-4106.
43. Real Estate
TWO BEDROOM house with
seven acres land. Living room,
carport and utility, fully
carpeted, electric heat. Well
water. 
"'-
Near Kentucky Lake.
$13,000. Call 354-8585.
6. Homes For Sale
LARGE WOODED lot in ex-
ceptionally nice neighborhood
includet four bedrooms, three
baths, five fireplaces, plus dry
basement. Owner will con-
sider partial financing. Wilson
Real Estate, 753-363.
Residences-Loretta 753-6079,
Wayne 753-5086, Ronnie 435-
4567.
IN COUNTRY. Newly
remodeled. Garden and place
for cats and dogs. Under
$13,000. 489-2711.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating, $3000 or best offer. See at No.
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
'Highway 94i.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
10 x 42 TWO bedroom, $55 per
month. Water furnished. Call
489-2595.
32. Apartments For Rent
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
-.personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 753-
1651 or come by our office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
For Sole
By Owner
New house, 3 bedrooms, 2 -
baths, located in city, in-
cludes den, utility room, full
garage, carpeted, centrist
heat & air, all buitt-ins.
Listing just ran out. Owner
lies reduced asking price to
$29,500.00. Call day-753-
0550, n4ght-753-8261.
NICE ONE bedroom upstairs_
apartment. All furnished-new-
furniture. Carpeted. All
utilities paid. 753-4532.
IREE BEDROOM house with
living room, kitchen, den,
utility room, bath, hall, car-
port, electric heat, partially
carpeted, and twenty acres-
all fenced, about 16 acres
tillable, two wells of water.
Near Jonathon Creek. $25,000.
354-8585.
FOX MEADOWS and - Coach .
Estates Mobile Horne Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations, exclusive
residential. area. South 16th
Street. Phone 753-3855.
THREE BEDROOM duplex, No
house pets. Call 753-6096 after 4
p.m.
1MURRAY MANOR - all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
DO YOU need a good two
bedroom house reasonably
priced? If so, this convenient
house located on US 641 at
South Hotel, Tenn. is the one.
Can be bought with a low down
payment and owner financing.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St., Murray, Ky.,
(502) 753-0101. or 753-7531.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.
FOUR BEDROOM brick, 1705
Johnson Blvd. 2500 square
feet, family room-kitchen
combination, all built-in kit-
chen, two baths, carpeting,
central heat and air. By ap-
pointment, call 753-7939.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
44. Lots For Sale
24. Miscellaneous
COUCH, OFF white. Two gold
chairs, good condition. Call
753-4472.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
EXTENDED CHRISTMAS SZe
through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacuums, $199.95.
Saving on $60. Never priced
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales
& Service. 500 Maple Street.
753-0359.
19. Farm Equipment
FRONT END loader, Freemond
for a Ford or Massey Ferguson
tractor Phone 436-5505
[more 
Prefer a person with some shoe selling experience. Full-time
• am*-- •nrem
Court
&
employment. Good salary, working conditions and fringe
benefits. Apply in person at:
'i)1tLt'1Ji1 it Kentucky
4
MUrray
*
‘WANTEDmwr
SALES LADY
JOHN DEERE low boy trailer,
three axle, 8 x 18. Call 354-6567.
SIX FOOT Three point hitch
bush hog on rotary cut mower.
Call 7534210 after 4:00.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lum-
ber. • 5 x &‘s and long lettgths.
-Poplar Bluff Treating to.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700
frulital -
UvE.Ptece cttWi
excellent condition Reynolds
cornet. Also almost new White
electronic metal detector, not
been used much 492-8374.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Free
delivery within 24 hours Call
436-5410.
MAKE YOUR garden grow.
Compost consisting of
decomposed bark, lime for
gardens and lawns, sawmill
lumber. Sawmill Products Co..
at old -Murray Sawmill. One
mile east ort-W4. 753-4147.
SHALLOW WELL pump, used.
845. 753-0917.
NEW AND USED electric
motors at old prices. One
antique blacksmith drill press.
Used power hand saws. Atlas
metal lathe, good as new. 10"
& 32" bed, $550. One 10 a 56
house trailer, two bedroom,
good condition. One 3 H.P.
compressor, .$550. One 1967
pickup truck with main-
tenance bed, good condition.
One 1949 Ford tractor, good
condition, $1100. See Brandon
Dill at Dill Electric or 413
Sycamore.
USED LEE'S beige carpet, 14 x
22, $45. Call 753-3383
OAK FIREWOOD. 8125° per
rick delivered. Call 436-,215.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, all electric, real
nice, close to university.
Available February 1. 753-4478
or 753-6199.
FURNISHED. LARGE kitchen,
bath, living room-bedroom
combination. $100 monthly.
Call 753-8175, after 5 p. m. on
weekends call 753-4707.
DUPLEX 2 bedroom, garbage
disposal, dishwasher, 1310
Duguid Drive. Call 753-1262 or
753-7154.
34, Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
house, 407 South 10th Street.
Call 753-5801.
36. For Rent Or Lease
For Rent
BwIdmq loqth gas heat. Air cont.
r %so, and hoist furnrshed
753-3018
37. Livestock - Supplies
GRAIN FED baby beef. Call
492-8300.
38. Pets - Supplies
TWO FEMALE full blooded
Poodle puppies, 753-7993
1971 DODGE Swinger, A-1
condition. Must sell. Days-
753-5413 or 437-4198 after 5 p.
m.
1972 PLYMOUTH Fury sports
suburban, station wagon. Air
conditioned, luggage rack.
82,100.00. Call Don after 6 p.m.
at 753-4057.
1973 DODGE Pickup, low
mileage. Good condition Call
753-2290.
1972 BUICK GS, 34,000 miles,
stereo, radial. Perfect con-
dition. Call 753-5655 after 7
p.m.
,..••••• •
'\\\' 4117-44)
erA-2-4
51. Services Offered
INCOME TAX service. Annette
Schroader, 402 North 17th,
Murray. Call 753-2498., By
appointment.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN-
Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
JOHN HL'TCHENS• Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m. or after 5 p.m.
GRAVEL HAULING,
driveways, storage sheds,
small cabins, concrete work,
general contracting. Call 436-
5330.
gar 
-14ARMONIS-
-Carpenter
shop told ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0290
-nights. --
EXPERIENCED PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
EXPERIENCED ELEC-
TRICIAN needs work. All
types wiring, also main-
tenance and repair. All work
guaranteed. Call night or day
489-2133.
WILL TEAR down house. Call
436-2128.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service. Write C. M. Sanders.
Box 213 Murray or call 1-382-
2468, Farmington.
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p. in.
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,1964 BUICK SKYLARK station any type of home Em-
wagon, good running con- provements. Free estimates.
dition. Air-conditioned. AR-15 436-5840.
rifle. Call 753-9859.
KENIANA SHORES-Now is 
laotts197for4 opnrli1)C 895. Waenhdakvienglasrigze
  the time to selectyonr. lake I tona. _11,178 RANGER XL-T 't
bpricakkesup. 
air
-,
AM-
lots on TVA contour for $5395. FM stereo. Call 753-0728.
May be purchased for $10
down and I per cent per
month. Central water, all
weather streets and lake
access. Separate mobile home
sections. We will be happy to
show you these lots at your
convenience. Phone 436-2473.
LOT FOR sale in Gatesboro.
Call 753-8448.
45. Farms For Sale
FIFTEEN ACRE mini farm,
approximately 600 ft. frontage
on Irvin Cobb Road (Highway
732), seven miles from
Murray, two miles from
Kentucky Lake t Blood River),
ten miles to LBI„ ap-
proximately 30,000 board feet
of mature hardwood timber,
six acres open land. Nice
building sites. Price $15,000.
Call 753-7580 after 5 p. m.
46. Homes For Sale
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY:
Use your VA or go low down
FHA on this nice brick three
bedroom home at 1515
Johnson. Call us now for more
information. Moffitt Realty,
304 Main, 753-3597.
NOW PRICED at only 642,000 is
this luxery home in Sherwood
Forrest offering the utmost in
quality, design, and decor.
Plus carpeting throughout,
velvet drapes, fireplace in
den, 2,7 baths and so much
more. To view call Moffitt
Realty, 753-3597.
1953 Jeep. Good running con-
dition $400.00, Half cab. 354-
632$.
50. Campers
1971 INTERNATIONAL
Travelall. Excellent condition.
Equiped for towing trailer.
753-4746. TREES TRIMMED. Free
estimates. Experienced. Call
474-2744.
cSus!nneka 's
Museum Framing tor the
discriminating collector
100 S. 11th
"5 1-5819
CAMP-A-R.AMA Sales, coach-
man, Trail Star, Fold down,
unique, Good used trailers, I
nile east of 68 and 691 in-
tersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.
BUSHHOGGING,
landscaping, gravel hauling.
. Myrtle Brenneman. Call 430-2540.
Siding Awnings
Aluminum Service
Carports CO. Patio Cover;
--Let us give you a FREE estimate on energy
saving, maintenance Free, aluminum siding.
Will Ed Bailey Take Advantage of Bobby Lawrence
492-8897 Mid Winter Savings 492-8379
26 TV-Radio
-,”
ADMIRAL AM-FM-FM steie
'eight track player, and PHi
record changer. $140 al: • -
6521
Storewide Sale
- 30% 50%
7/
Lit s CY)
The Pore For Men
Now Open mew
Murray Ford Tractor
Sales 8, Service
Hwy. 94 East
753-9482 Home 753-8819
after hours for ports_
Open 6 days - 7:00-5:00
Come by and see our new stock of trac-
tors and equipment arriving daily.
Szrirla, is just aroun the corner,. bring,.
your tractors in and Earl NixWilson will
get them ready.
eagle 12
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Deaths and Funerals
Andrew Taylor Dies Herschell Brantley Mrs. Paschall Dies
At Local Hospital; Services Are Held Sunday Morning;
Rites Are Today Fl rites for Herschel! A. mu %eon,
Saturday at 5'20 a.m • at the chapel of the Blalock-ColemanMurray-Calloway County Funeral Home with Rev.Hospital. He was 87 years of Thurman Penick and Rev.age.
The Almo resident was
preceded in death by his wife,
Betty, on February 21, 1973. He
was a member of the Woodmen
of the World. Born September
24, 1887, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Theophilus Taylor and Sarah E.
White Taylor.
Mr. Taylor is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Harvey
iRelma Copeland of Almo and
Mrs. Obera Brittain of Murray
Route Five; one grand-
daughter, Mrs. C. D. (June)
Higgins, and one great grand-
son, Kerry Higgins, both of
Almo.
Rev. Heyward Roberts is
officiating at the funeral ser-
vices being held today at two
p.m. at-the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
music by the Tilghman Barrow
Quartet.
Serving as pallbearers are
Billy Nat Galloway, Joe -114
Hopkins, Ray Gene Coursey,
Elijah Balentine, Raymond
Brittain, and Billy Dan
Galloway. Burial will be in the
Alm Cemetery.
AncifeviTay-lik.ci -Aiininial:13,:tclajeraiy emeciniat one p.m albi".t the Mrs. Zollie Paschall of 109
North 13th Street, Murray, died
Sunday at ten a. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was the wife of Otry Paschall
who died April 17, 1966.
The Pasc halls operated
Paschall Cleaners on West Main
Street for many years. She was
a member of the First Christian
Church and of the Wear-Hekri
Service Circle Class of the
church. Born in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late William Lewis Furches
and Elsie Hensley Furches.
Mrs. Paschall is survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Lena Key of
Murray Route Seven and Mrs.
Alice Sales of Puryear Nursing
Home, Puryear, Tenn.; several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at 10:30 a. m. at the
Wivil Smith. Dies
After Accident;
Rites Tuesday
Wavil A. Smith of Benton
Route One died Saturday at 1:55
p.m from internal injuries
sustained early Saturday
=wrung in a one-car accident
on Kentucky 58, west of Benton.
McCracken County Deputy
Coroner Jerry Beyer said Mr.
Smith was a passenger in a
vehicle driven by his nephew,
Roger Dale Davis, Benton
Route One. Beyer said Davis
was trying to avoid a mobile
home in tow when his car's
brakes locked up and it over-
turned throwing Mr. Smith
from the vehicle. He was given
emergency treatment at Benton
Hospital and transferred to
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
where he was pronounced dead
at 143 p.m.
Mr. Smith was 63 years of
age, a retired truck driver, and
a veteran of World War II.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Smith of Benton Route
One; one son, Morris William
Srritth of Los Angeles, Calf.;
two sisters, Mrs. Martha Davis
of Benton Route One and Mrs.
Preston Jackson of Orlando,
Fla.; one brother, Joe Scott
Smith of Benton Route Three;
two grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of Linn Funeral Home,
Benton, with Rev. James E.
Garrett officiating. Burial will
be in the Brewers Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home_
Mrs.  Vera Williams
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Tuesday
Mrs. Elisha B. ( Vera Ada)
Williams of Murray Route Six
died Sunday at 1010 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 74 years of
age.
The deceased was a member
of the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. She and her husband,
who survives, were married
December 21, 1919. Born
February 18, 1900, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Daniel Boone Outland
and Mattie Frances Kelley
Outland.
Mrs. Williams is survived by
her husband; one daughter,
Mrs. Lena Mae Geurin, Murray
Route Six; one son, Odell
Williams, Murray Route Eight;
two sisters, Mrs. Lorene Colson
of Murray Route Three and
Mrs. Emmit Erwin of Murray
Route Four; two sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Eulala Outland of Detroit,
Mich., and Mrs. Hettie Outland
of Russellville; five grand-
children, Jimmy Geurin, Mrs.
Bobbie Lane, Mrs, Jo Ann
Burkeen, Miss Susan Williams,
and Miss Jennifer Williams:
three great grandchildren_
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
_ chapel it the Illalock-Colernan
FrineralHome wtth Rev. Jerrell
White officia and music by
- ring 15apitit
. uriliTeur be in
the Outland Cemetery.
Friends may tall at the
funeral home.
Gerald Owen officiating. Music
was by the Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church Choir with Billy
Buchanan as leader and Gary
McClure as pianist.
Pallbearers were Willie
Smith, Robert Bucy, Otis flucY.,
Eurie Smith, John Thomas
Bury, and Steve Larkin. Burial
was in the Dogwood Cemetery
at Dogwood, Mo.
Mr. Brantley, age 69, a
retired farmer, died Friday at
3:05 p.m. in the Intensive Care
Unit of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Flora Brantley, New
Concord; one daughter, Mrs.
Marion Day, Columbia, Mo.;
three sisters, Mrs. Lucille
Kilgore and Mrs. Opal Page,
Pomona, Calif., and Mrs. Nell
McClain, Mt. Vernon, Mo.;
three brothers, Carlton
Brantley, New Concord, Bill
Brantley, Pomona, Calif., and
Bob Brantley, East Prairie,
Mo.; four grandchildren; five
great grandchildren; two step
grandchildren.
Mayfield Publisher
Dies At Hospital
HUBBARD WITH CARL ALBERT — first District U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard (D-A4aylleld) was
sworn in by the Speaker of the House Cad Albert (center) in Washington last week. Hubbard
(second from left), his wife Joyce and daughter Kelly (at left) and his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Carroll Hubbard Sr., ot Louisville, join Albert in his office following the ceremonies. Albert holds
Hubbard's youngest daughter, Krista.
eFhaunPeerialcliot with Dr. Da.: D vid
ill pilot Mail Program MuddiedR006 officiating and music by
Gus Roberston, Jr., soloist, and
Richard Jones, organist.
Pallbearers will be Haron
West, Henry Fulton, Jarrietr --
Dale Clopton, Lenvel Yates,
Davy Hopkins, and Ronald
Talent. The Wear-Helm Service
Circle Class members will sit in
an honorary group.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the The U.S. Postal Service says
funeral home, the study was ordered "to es-George Covington, Sr., age 96, tablish fair and adequate workformer publisher of the Hill Mayfield's standards" for mailmen and to
Mayfield Messenger and retired develop foot and motor routes
Mayfield Postmaster, died Rites Are HeldFriday at his home, 632 South
Eighth Street, Mayfield. Hill Mayfield of Mayfield died
The deceased also operated a Friday at eight p. m. at the
drug store in Mayfield for Community Hospital there. He
twenty Years and also was 83 years of age and a
engaged in fanning interests' retired employee of the Ken-
He was active in the tucky Highway Depart-
Democratic party. rnent. Survivors are his wife,
Funeral services were held Mrs. Alta Mayfield: one son.Sunday at two p. m. at the John Hill Mayfield, Madison,
chapel of the Byrn Funeral Wisconsin; two brothers, John
Home, Mayfield, with Rev. E. of Sedalia and Duke of
John Huffman and Rev- Jerry Benton Route Seven; sister,
Corr officiating. Burial was in Mrs. Allie Cook, Winter Garden,
the Maplewood Cemetery. Fla.
He is survived by his wife, Funeral services were held
Mrs' Bessie Kay CnvinStm; tw° Sunday at three p. m. at the
daughters, Mrs. Slayden chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
D°tItratt of Jackson, and Mrs. Mayfield, with Rev. Alvin York
Earl Henry of Nashville, Tenn.; officiating.
two sons, George, Jr., of Pallbearers were Raymond
Mayfield and Jack of Abilene, Riley, Kent Berkley, Billy
Texas; seven grandchildren; Murdock, Gerald Murdock,
three great grandchildren. Phillip Howard Murdock, and
Harry Gene Wilford.
Funeral Tuesday Burial was in the Mayfield
Memory Gardens with Masonic
FilLs Farris ntes being conducted at the
cemetery by Lodge No. 369.
The funeral for Mrs. Sallie
Howard Farris will be held Mrs. Myrtie LearTuesday at two p.m. at the
terPelalGtfiornethe Max RelCil.'arDoLac ill Dies At Fulton
Wheatley officiating. Music will
Mrs. Myrtle Lear, widow ofbe by Charles Baugh, soloist, Charles T. Lear, died Saturdaywith Richard Jones as organist
evening at Halls Nursing Home,
Pallbearers will be Bum) Fulton. She was 78 years of age.Jeffrey, Glenn Rogers, Mahlon
Among the survivors is oneDerrington, Calvin Scott,
niece, Mrs. Louise Moseley ofHarold Douglass, and Earl Farmington.
Douglass' Burial will be in the Funeral services will be heldMurray City Cemetery.
Tuesday at two p. m. at theFriends may call at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeralfuneral home.
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.Mrs. Fan-is, a retired school Bobby Goren officiating.
teacher of 41 years, died
Pallbearers are Jack Owen,Thursday at three pm. in
Paul Mullins, Phillip Waggoner,Coleman, Fla. She was a Charleston Weatherford,member of the Daughters of the
Thomas Burham, and R.American Revolution and a
B°Pkiiis• Burial will be in the UCM Luncheonsmember of the Coleman United Spence chapel cemetery inMethodist Church.
Graves County.
Friends may call at the Resume WednesdaySurvivors are her husband,Rev. Edgar D. Farris, funeral home.Coleman, Fla.. retired United
Methodist Church minister; one
son, Howard Farris, Coleman, Jess Elkins Dies
Fla.; three sisters, Mrs. Eron
Story, Lynn Grove, Mrs. 011ie Friday; Fu.neral
Paschall, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Cromer Arnett, Wickliffe
• - •
Cross-Charges Ot Sabotage
KOKOMO, Ind. (AP) — A pi-
lot program set up here to de-
velop standards for mail car-
riers is being muddied by cross
charges of sabotage, mass lay-
offs and talk of a nationwide
postmen's strike.
Held On Sunday
Jess M. Elkins, 91 year old
Mrs. Hugh Hunt's resident of Almo, died Friday at
11:30 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.Father Dies At The Almo man was a member
of the Almo Pentecostal
Paris, Tenn. Church, a retired railroad
employee, and a retired
Sam Franklin, father of Mrs. minister. Born October 30, 1883,
Hugh Hunt of Murray, died in Calloway County, he was the
Saturday at the Henry County son of the late Monroe Elkins
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn and Minis Butler Elkins.
He was 70 -years of age and Mr. Elkins is survived by one
owner and operator of the sister. Mrs. !ma McNutt of
Gibson Seed Company, Paris, Murray: one brother, Coy
Tenn. Elkins of Almo; two grand-
Survivors include wife, children; several nieces and
Mrs. Mildred Gibson Franklin, nephews including Oralee
Paris, Tenn.; one daughter. Elkins and !Aland Elkins of
Mrs. Hugh Hunt, Murray; one Almo, Jesse and Buddy McNutt
son,, Charles •Franidip Reno, of murray__
Nev.; one sister, Mrs. lithe The funeral was held Sunday
-Kennedy, Knoxville, Tenn. :at m. at thichrinel of the
- lopisasi is being 'field • Jar rtioing:krope The XICM hincheo4art1014 arren:r P.m. etlikEiirst"--wilti 'ReV M7Rinnei'41"12. &id]
Wednesday from 12:30 to 130.Baptist Church, Paris. Tenn., officiating. Burial was in the
with bensl in the Simple-wood Prospect Cemetery in Benton The eon of the meal is $1.00 and
the public is invited to attendCemetery there County, Tenn.
"with equal annual workloads."
But President James H. Ra-
demacher of the National Asso-
ciation of Letter Carriers says
15,000 jobs will be eliminated
by the program, which has be-
come known as the Kokomo
Plan.
Ronald Takacs, president of
Letter Carriers Local 533 here,
declares, "They want to put
20,000 to 30,000 carriers out" of
work.
But Postmaster Richard P.
Gerhard says no one even
knows whether there would be
a net reduction in jobs nation-
wide if the plan were imple-
mented.
Gerhard adds, "There is a
no-layoff clause in the agree-
ment with the letter carriers
So if there were a reduction, it
would be done by attrition."
Postal executives here say
the program is not being given
a fair chance and talk privately
of pressure being exerted te,
"big ( letter carrier unions in
the East" to make sure the
plan does not work.
Asked if the union is con-
ducting a slow-down, Takacs
gave an emphatic "no", adding
that the carriers are "giving
their full cooperation."
"The plan is not working."
Takacs said in an interview.
"We're using more overtime_ 1
don't think anybody is getting
done in eight hours. They're all
working nine and 10 hours."
The plan, called Letter Car-
rier Route Evaluation System,
was drawn up under contract
with Lester B. Knight & Associ-
ates, a C'hicago engineering
firm. Postal officials have not
discussed costs.
Gerhard said in an interview
Friday that a oostman's "aver-
The Wednesday noon lun-
cheons at the United Campus
Ministry will resume this
Wednesday, January 22.
Regional service and its place
in the university will be the
theme of a series of five
presentations conducted at the
gatherings. The initial guest
speaker, Dr. Roy Kirk,
Chairman of the Management
Department at MSU will ad-
dress the topic of "Regional
Services at Murray State
University." In the following
weeks other speakers will ex-
plore the various facets and
implications of university in-
volvement in the region. The
second speaker in the series will
be Dr. Maxine McCants of the
English Department.
A native of Ohio County,
Kehtucky. Dr. Kirk earned his
B. S. and M. S. degrees as well
as his PhD in Industrial
Management at Purdue
University. He, has . been. a
faculry 'member at Murray
"Shift 'Brice 19/2"
age salary is $14,000 and we
have a right to demand a fair
day's work out of him."
Gerhard, a postal employe 38
years and son of a lifetime let-
ter carrier, said, "My father
was 5 feet 2 and 120 pounds,
but this program wouldn't have
Local Funeral Home
Has Membership In
The Golden Rule
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Third and Maple Streets,
has been accepted for mem-
bership in The International
Order of the Golden Rule for the
fourth consecutive year.
The firm has been notified of
its resin:dim by Roger Yt-
terberg, Executive Director of
the Order, which has
headquarters in Springfield,
Illinois,
The Order is an organization
of carefully selected funeral
directing firms throughout the
world. Before being admitted, a
firm must receive the written
recommendation of families it
has served and other
professional people in the
community. To remain af-
filiated, a firm must requalify
annually.
Members attend regional and
international confereneee in
order to share their knowledge
and improve their service to the
public. In addition, all in-
formation that comes into the
Order's headquarters is made
available to the entire mem-
bership through various
programs. • --
Founded as a non-profit
organization in 1928, the Order
is the world's largest controlled-
membership organization for
funeral directors.
- -Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service January 20, 1e75
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buyire Stations
Receipts:Act. 2006 Est. 500
Barrows & Gilts $1.25 to $1.50
lower Sows $1 to $1.50 lower
with most declined on weights
under 450 lbs.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs $36.75-37.25
US 1-3 190-240 lbs $36.50-36.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $36.00-36.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $35.25-36.00
Sows
US 1-2 770-350 lbs
US 1-3 350-450 lbs
US 1-3 450-650 lbs
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars *23.00-26.00
Grant. .
$31.00-32.00
$30.00-31.00
$32.50-33.50
129.00-30.00
bothered him a bit."
But the letter carriers aren't
convinced.
Takacs said, "They gave us a
brainwashing that this was to
benefit the carriers. Now they
have eliminated routes at the
South Branch and three car-
riers lost their jobs." -- --
"I don't want a striker Ta-
kacs said, " but if it stays like
it is now, we have no choice."
A strike was authorized at
the letter carriers convention at
Seattle last August if work
standards from the Kokomo
Plan go into effect.
Bargaining is to begin in
April for current contracts
which expire in June.
Schools In 45 Kentucky
Counties Closed Today
By The Associated Press
Schools in at least 45 Ken-
lucky counties were closed to-
day after an overnight snow
;tit ;enlist as a v,i inch'-'
ering in some areas.
By late morning the snow
had diminished to a few flur-
ries. A traveler's advisory con-
tinued in Central and Eastern
Kentucky.
Paintsville and London were
Carroll To Deliver
Address At KPA Meet
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll will deliver
his first "State of the Corn-
monwealth" address Friday
during the mid-winter con-
vention of the Kentucky Press
Association.
Carroll will be following a
precedent set by other Ken-
tucky chief executives years
ago in making the report to the
KPA in the years in which the
General Assembly is not in
session.
The convention, which opens
Thursday and continues
through Saturday, also will in-
clude a talk from William B.
Arthur, former editor of Look
Magazine who now serves as
executive director of the Na-
tional News Council.
New officers will be elected
during Saturday's session.
Darnell Reports
Marine Lance Corporal John
J. Darnall, son of Mrs. Clifton
B. Hutson of Route 8, Murray,
reported for duty at 21.1 Marine
Division, Camp LeJeurie, N. C.
CIVIC CLUB
The Douglass Civic Im-
provement Club will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7:30 at the
Douglass Community Center.
All members are asked to be
present, a club spokesman said.
• 
tase:
leSSer 8117-10111. -
The snow came on top of
more than one inch of rain in
the upper basins of the Cum-
berland, Kentucky, Licking and
Salt rivers. The Weather Serv-
ice said the runoff would cause
a 5 to 10 foot rise along the up-
per Cumberland, upper three
forks of the Kentucky and up-
per Licking rivers. Streams
were expected to remain below
bankfull, however, and no
flooding was expected.
School closings stemmed
from poor conditions on bus
routes.
Police said conditions varied
from main roads slippery in
spots to slippery and hazardous
with secondary roads particu-
larly bad in all except the May-
field and Madisonville areas in
Western Kentucky where clear,
dry conditions existed.
Schools closed today included
the Garrard, Shelby, Hardin,
Owen, Trimble, Grant, Harlan,
Leslie, Larue, Butler, Carroll, 
Henry, Scott, Fayette, Boyle,
Lincoln, Laurel, Pike, Barren, 
Metcalfe, Monroe, Warren and
Whitley County districts.
Other school closings includ-
ed Carter, Lawrence, Rowan,
Elliott, Lewis, Hart, Muhlen-
berg, Jessamine, Bourbon,
Madison, Woodford, Clark, Rob-
ertson, Estill, Nicholas, Marion,
Washington, Powell, Clay,
Johnson, Martin and Magoffin
counties and the Pikeville and
Caverns independent districts.
The frontal system that
brought precipitation to Ken-
tucky moved eastward tpward
the Appalachians and the snow
was expected to end today, fol-
lowed by a brief clearing trend.
The outlook called for a chance
of showers by late Tuesday.
among places that reported the
heaviest snow. Lexington and
Pikeville reported about two
TOR.and Other. areas
Old Time Sandwich Sale
We make ow sandwiches the way they did in the good oJd days-100% meet.
if you Nke your sandwiches to look end taste good, then have your lunch end
snacks with us.
—Coupon—
Hot Dogs
Club,
mustard,
ketsup
Regular... 31. sIG'
Footlong .. 2 f..$1°°
—Coupon -
The Murray
Chili Dog
411:2)
3,1°°
Good Monday, January 20 to Saturday January 25 Only .411i Coops.
Hot Coffee...14' Coke S, Sprite & Root Beer size 19' & 2134 Old Time
Rich Creamy Thick Shakes & Malts 95'
Made From Any Flavor Ice Cream
Dipper's Delight 1308 Chestnut
32 Flavors Ice Cream and Sandwich Parlor Daily
ICsadasad frees Page 1)
several key intersections; and
ramps for wheelchairs at in-
tersections downtown.
The project for improvements
at public buildings will, if ap-
proved this week, call for
renovations and improvements
at the Co tray Courthouse, City
Hall, County Health Center, and
Public Library.
Definite plans have not been
made for improvements on the
City-CountY Park, but will
probably be finalized by_
members of the city and county
pad, corrunittees.
The T-Hangax to be built for
thi airport, if it S" approved--
ilirougt"tfielteii pfogra
materials and supplies have
etready bean purchased by the
strport board.
• I
e TOBACCO e
‘p DOLLARS
Earn Up To
71/2% 4-year certificateS1,000 minimum
Monthly or Quarterly Interest
(StWsitintral Pail" Required For Early Certificate withdrawals
sb,‘• "441,
to. *
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MOON t l•411
mu, rtgorl
•••
.Federal Savings Andlow-
maim. Murra Branch Phone 753-7927
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